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Providence College

Junior Stops On Jog, Saves Suicidal Homeless Man
by Valerie Ferdon ’12
News Editor
Campus News
The time is approximately 9:00 p.m. on a warm February night. Lit by the
full moon overhead and the dim streetlights that line South Main Street, a
homeless man lies passed out on a bench. He is not alone. Members of the
working community still dressed in their business attire mill around this
intersection, although they quickly divert their paths to avoid any contact with
the man.
“Maybe they didn’t notice the blood because they weren’t as close as me,”
said Justin Gomes ’13, “but they looked at the man and thought to themselves,
‘That is a person I don’t want to deal with right now.’ That was the most awful
part about it.”
On February 7, Gomes set off on a six-mile run through the city of Providence,
a routine that was not out of the ordinary for the native of New Bedford, Mass.
As he followed his usual route down South Main Street, past College Hill, he
noticed a homeless man lying on a bench across from Hemenway’s Seafood
Grill and Oyster Bar.
“Running in Providence, you see homeless people a lot,” said Gomes. “I
usually just run by them, wave, and make eye contact. No one is going to hurt
you—they are in a bad enough situation as it is.”
Gomes observed that the man was either asleep or passed out, and that his
hand was covered in blood. There also appeared to be blood on his head.
“I wasn’t sure if he had gotten into a fight, if someone had beat him up, so I
wasn’t going to approach him just in case he was violent,” said Gomes. “If someone
had attacked him, the last thing I wanted was to go to wake him up and make him
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ABOVE: Justin Gomes ’13 took a picture of the scene just days after the incident occurred. The bench is
located on South Main Street in downtown Providence. The blood shed from the homeless man had still not
been cleaned off the sidewalk, despite the fact that the area is trafficked by many runners and pedestrians.
The stain no longer appears as of recent. Gomes believes that rain eventually washed it away.

It’s Not How You Start ...
In Continuing Its Control Over the Reigning National Champs,
Men’s Basketball Made a Statement in New England, and
Will Ride Tuesday’s Momentum into Next Season
by Danny McNamara ’13
Sports Staff
Men’s Basketball
Numbers don’t lie.
Providence ended its league-high-22-game road-losing streak at DePaul this past
Saturday, thanks to freshman LaDontae Henton’s shot from the top of the key with
1.7 left on the clock.
In their last 11 meetings, the Friars have gotten the best of the UConn Huskies
seven times including in five of the last seven meetings. During that span, UConn has
been to three Final Fours and converted two of those into National Championships,
most recently last year over Butler.
Wins over Boston College, Rhode Island, and now Connecticut would make fair
weather New England college hoops fans question if there is a changing of the
guard. After spending time at Rhode Island and Boston College, Ed Cooley took his
talents to Friartown and brought with him Connecticut’s top assistant coach Andre
LaFleur. These were not the only connections in Tuesday night’s 72-70 win over
Connecticut, who fell to (17-12, 7-10).
After a few minutes of Andre Drummond alley-oops, one could only wonder
when the Friars would switch out of their zone and pick up a man-to-man
defense. When Drummond finished UConn’s attempt to replicate Lob City in
front of Ed Cooley, the Friar head coach had seen enough. As he called out the
switch, Drummond turned and pointed at Kris Dunn, his former AAU teammate
and good friend. At the time, this seemed as if he was calling out the future Friar
as if to say “That was for you.” By night’s end, Dunn could only smile at the
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Campus With A Plan
Earlier this evening, the two of us were fortunate enough
to meet with some of our school’s student leaders as well
as some of its forward-thinking administrators. The topic:
PC’s Strategic Plan, or its grand outlook for the next four
years. This involves everything from our core curriculum to
our dormitories. Of course, just about every member of the
PC family harbors some criticisms of the College, but after
tonight’s meeting, we are enthused about the direction in
which our school is headed. Take it from us: PC has some
progressive thinkers on its side, and if tonight was any
indicator, the next four years will not simply be coasting, but
rather actively pushing to improve.
A proposal as ambitious as our new Strategic Plan is
liable to invite skepticism. This concern was promptly raised
amongst tonight’s group. For instance, we can, and will, build
an incredible home for the humanities this summer—but
will simply pouring millions into a state-of-the-art building
really change the substance of our academics? That answer
depends on attitude. In short, it depends on how each and
every member of our community responds to the plan—and
to what extent we as a college buy into it.
After reading the Strategic Plan, the two of us can say with
confidence that we buy into it. Next week, we’re proud to be
including it as an insert in The Cowl. We urge you to read it,
think deeply about it, and question it. Reflect on the Strategic
Plan’s outlined goals, and what achieving these goals would
mean for us as a community. We all want PC to be better five
years from now. Buying into the Strategic Plan will go a long
way toward realizing that common goal.
						—C.S. & C.N.
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The Cowl welcomes guest commentaries and letters to the editor from members of the
Providence College community and outside contributors.
All submissions must include the writer’s name, a phone number, and an e-mail address
where he or she can be reached. Letters should be no more than 250 words in length and will be
printed as space permits. Guest commentaries should be limited to 700 words in length, and
only one will be published per week. The Cowl reserves the right to edit articles for space and
clarity. Submissions must be delivered, mailed, or faxed to The Cowl office no later than 5:00
p.m. on the Monday before publication.
Mail submissions to The Cowl, 1 Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; fax to
401-865-1202, submit online at www.thecowl.com, e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu, or hand
deliver to The Cowl office in Alumni LL06.
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Gangs of New
York, Slavin
Overlook Lounge

Accuracy Watch

The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes into print to ensure
that the facts are presented clearly and truthfully. If you find an error in any article, please e-mail
the Editor-in-Chief at thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections will be printed as necessary.
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publication dates, and other information about advertising with The Cowl.
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Subscription rate for a weekly issue by mail is $30 per year. Send payment to The Cowl, 1
Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; make checks payable to The Cowl. Student
subscription is included in tuition fee. Issues are available around campus on Thursday nights.
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Smoking Ban Defeated; SHEPARD Now Part of BMSA
by Dennis Lynch ’12
News Staff
Student Congress
On February 21, Student Congress
voted regarding the Smoke-Free
PC recommendation that had been
discussed the previous week. After
going over the latest survey results
and debating the issue again, Congress
voted not to pass the recommendation,
allowing Providence College students
to continue to smoke on campus.
Dan Cellars ’12 led off the discussion
with a recap of the previous week’s
debate. He provided Congress with
the updated results of the online
survey, which showed that of the 829
students who responded to the poll,
429 students were opposed to the new
recommendation while 409 students
were in favor of it. He also reminded
members of Congress that they had
been voted into their roles by the
students to represent the students’ best
interests, and that, as a result, they
should vote not according to what they
believed, but according to what they
felt the student body believed.
Initially, some members of Congress
felt that voting on the issue should be
postponed until more student votes
could be collected, but ultimately
Congress felt that with the data from the
survey and their own discussions with
students, they could accurately vote
according to how the student body felt.
Proponents of the recommendation
pointed out the positive influence
on PC’s image that a ban on smoking
would bring, while students opposed
to the recommendation discussed
preserving the freedoms of students

and the security risk that sending
smokers off campus would raise. While
proponents of the recommendation
said that the ban would eliminate
the effects of secondhand smoke on
campus, their opponents pointed
out that secondhand smoke is hardly
noticeable because of the wind and
open space on campus.
Jill Kiernan ’12 explained the dangers
of sending students off campus.
“Those students who live off campus
understand the safety issues that come
with it,” she said, “but students who
would be forced off campus to smoke
would be vulnerable to crime and
would not have the safety of a home
like off-campus residents have.” Other
students said that an on-campus ban
would only serve to increase traffic on
Huxley Avenue while creating larger
groups of smokers that non-smokers
would have to pass through when
crossing the street.
While the recommendation was
rejected, Congress appears likely to
continue to discuss the issue, and
recommendations
of
designated
smoking areas and stricter enforcement
of the current policies on campus are
likely to arise in the future.
In addition to responding to the
Smoke-Free PC recommendation,
Congress voted in favor of the
SHEPARD constitution change, which
means that SHEPARD (Stopping
Homophobia, Eliminating Prejudices
And Restoring Dignity) is now an
affiliated member of the Board of
Multicultural Student Affairs rather
than a club under the banner of
BMSA. SHEPARD executive members
are now acting members in BMSA,
which allows the group more constant
communication with BMSA and gives

PC
This week
PC is completely meat-free on Lenten Fridays
in all dining locations.
Should PC offer meat on Lenten Fridays?
(a) No
(b) Yes, at every on-campus dining location
(c) Yes, but only at some dining locations
Cast your vote on www.thecowl.com. Results will be
printed in the next issue of The Cowl.

it voting rights on the board, while still
maintaining its autonomy.
Congress also proposed a change
regarding the Academic Integrity
Board. This issue was voted on the
previous week and passed without
competition. The Academic Integrity
Board is made up of students and
faculty, and works with the school
to review cases regarding academic
integrity and to levy sanctions against
students who do not uphold their
academic integrity. Students and
faculty have equal say on the board,
and the change allows the board to have
more influence in the school’s decisions
regarding sanctions for students. The
change gives offending students more
representation from their peers, which
the Academic Integrity Board hopes
will result in more fair sanctions than
in the past.
Two pieces of new business were
discussed in this week’s meeting.
The first was the introduction of an

Anti-Bullying Mission Statement and
Initiative, which would attempt to raise
awareness of bullying on-campus. The
bill would be more of a proactive and
preventative measure, as reported
incidents of bullying have not been
common at the school.
The second piece of new business
was a proposed change to the
Academic Calendar starting in 2014.
The change would create a full week
break for the Thanksgiving holiday.
The extra two days off would aim to fix
the poor attendance common during
Thanksgiving week, as well as reduce
travel costs for students. The change
would help to sell Providence College
as school which accommodates its
international students, as well as
potentially decrease the number
of
disciplinary
incidents
that
occur during the weekend before
Thanksgiving week. The change was
met with support and will be voted on
next week.

This Week In Congress
Old Business
-Smoke-Free PC was not passed
-SHEPARD is now part of BMSA, and SHEPARD’s executive board
members are now members of BMSA.
New Business
-Changes to the 2014 Academic Calendar, including the addition of two
days to Thanksgiving Break, were proposed.
-An “Anti-Bullying Mission Statement” was proposed to raise awareness
of bullying on campus

Pollster

Last week

What’s your opinion on the Student Congress
proposal to make PC a smoke-free campus?

51%

Make PC Smoke-Free

44%

Maintain Current Policies

Indifferent

5%

Total Votes: 94
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Where Does the Meat in
Raymond Hall Come From?
by Amanda Garganese ’13
News Staff
Food
Mystery Meat: a disparaging term
for meat products, typically ground
or otherwise processed that have an
unidentifiable source. This is the term
some students use to refer to the meat
served in Raymond Hall or Alumni
Food Court. While some students try
to bribe the Raymond Hall workers
into giving them that extra piece of
dime-sized chicken, others avoid the
cafeteria meat as if it were infused
with cyanide. Increasingly, consumers
are taking a more proactive role in the
quality of their meat and are concerned
with the origins of their food. Federal
regulation of the quality of food
products, especially meat, is a growing
topic of interest, and Providence
College seeks to ensure that its meat is
perfectly safe and healthy to eat.
Samantha Tralka ’15 says of the
College’s meat, “I don’t want to eat it
until I know where it’s coming from.”
Some students at Providence College
forgo their need for protein and avoid
the cafeteria beef, pork, and chicken
products altogether, choosing to get by
on a pizza-and-pasta diet.
Four out of 10 students surveyed
said they refuse to eat the dining hall
meat due to its “sketchy” contents.
Living on a college diet of pizza and
pasta will only bring on the freshman
15 sooner, leading to broken zippers
and painful attemps to button up those
skinny jeans.
Stuart Gerhardt, the general
manager of Dining Services, shared
the sources of the College’s meat.
Providence uses Sodexo as its main
food supplier. Sodexo is a leader in the
food industry for sustainable products
and production ethics. Sodexo
promotes local agriculture across the
country by supporting 600 farmers.
Food grown in each state or region by
these 600 farmers is served to clients
in the same region. All of the products
are locally grown and organic;
however, the company’s main focus is
sustainable agriculture, which protects
and restores natural resources.
Sodexo uses three other suppliers for
the meat used at Providence College.
Koch Foods provides the chicken used
in Raymond Hall and Alumni Food
Court. This company also focuses its
energies on sustainable agriculture and
energy-saving techniques. Koch Foods
ensures that all animals in its facilities
are treated humanely. The boneless

chicken breast from Koch that is served
in Raymond Hall is de-boned by hand
and frozen while it is still fresh. The
company also places a heavy emphasis
on food safety and sells other products
such as individual frozen dinners that
are sold in supermarkets.
Students are mostly positive
towards the chicken served in the
dining hall.
“I eat it every day for lunch and I
think that it tastes fresh,” said Jacklyn
Moylan ’12.
The burgers, however, do not
receive good reviews. “The burgers are
really low quality and barely edible,”
said Thomas Thrift ’13. “You can taste
the low quality.”
Sodexo uses a company called
Cargill as a distributor for its beef
products. The company prides itself on
producing high quality beef products
and
meeting
U.S.
government
standards. Cargill produces a wide
range of both fresh and frozen
products, and supplies the College
with the frozen beef patties used for
the burgers served every day at lunch
and dinner. Its Food Safety System
consists of a Raw Material Supplier
Approval Program, a Verification
Sampling and Testing Program, and
Research and Development Initiatives.
These processes seek ways to further
reduce the risk of food-borne illnesses
and ensure cleanliness when handling
food products.
Sodexo
uses
the
company
Farmland Foods for its pork and deli
products served daily in Raymond
Hall. The company’s slogan “Good
Food from the Heartland” refers to its
utilization of farm-grown products.
The pork products all originate from
family-owned farms in the U.S.
Their products are source verified
and do not contain added hormones,
antibiotic growth promotants, or
artificial ingredients. These products
are also minimally processed.
All three of the food distributors
used by Sodexo practice food
safety habits, aim to protect natural
resources, and distribute fresh, quality
meat for a discounted price. Gerhardt
also ensures the thoroughness of
preparation and precautions that
the Dining Services staff takes when
producing three meals a day in the
dining hall. Regardless of aversions
to taste, the meat served on campus is
proven to be edible and healthy. There
is a complaint board in Raymond
Hall for any further questions or
complaints about the quality of food
served daily.
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Melissa Finnell Has High
Hopes For Friar Faithful
of our sports teams haven’t been the
best,” Finnell laughed, aware of how
lightly she puts it. “We haven’t seen
as good of a season as we would have
Club President Spotlight
hoped with basketball. But I think next
year will be really good; with the new
When a person imagines a college recruits we’ll see better results. You can
sports game, it is likely that the image definitely see where kids are interested:
is of both teams in a dead heat with Basketball is their number one priority,
an uproarious crowd, which then which is for a lot of schools, too, but
storm the court after its team wins in Providence College especially.”
Some upcoming events that the club
the last second. Could you picture a
similarly scored game but instead the is planning are a cookout in between
audience is glued to its seats in silence? a lacrosse game and a softball game,
Thankfully, there are some dedicated where spectators may watch one game,
students whose job it is to pump up the eat food, and then attend the next one.
stadium and fulfill that quintessential, Also planned is a 3v3 Brendan Frail
Basketball Tournament. Frail was a
college-game image.
Melissa Finnell ’12 is the president of member of Friar Faithful who passed
Friar Faithful, the club responsible for away last year, and the tournament
keeping Providence College students will fund the scholarship in his name.
energetic and supportive towards the Finnell added, “He definitely would
athletes. Whether they are in front of the have been president; in a way, when I
seats starting chants or about the aisles won, it didn’t feel right. But we need
encouraging students to stand on their to remember him in any way we can.”
Finnell is majoring in biology and
feet, its members are responsible for the
works in the
soul that is
strength and
signature for
conditioning
the
school’s
room
with
athletic events.
the
school’s
“We
are
athletes.
trying
to
Additionally,
p r o m o t e
once
a
sports
on
week
she
campus and
volunteers at
get all the
the
Hasbro
students
C
h
i
l
d
r e n ’s
involved
in
H
o
s
p
ital,
athletics
by
where
she
attending
observes
the
games
physical
and cheering
t h e r a p y
on the team.
and
leads
They
need
activities
to
support
with
child
and
love
patients.
The
Providence
combination
C o l l e g e ’s
of that job,
teams.
We
volunteering,
don’t
just
intramural
CHRIS
CACCIVILLANI
’14
/
THE
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want a small
and
group
of Melissa Finnell has been involved in Friar Faithful since its sports,
students
to inception in 2008 and now serves as club president. She Friar Faithful
is a perfect,
attend games; hopes that the club will continue to grow.
sports-infused
we want the
entire school,” Finnell explained. She atmosphere that she would like to stay
continued, “A lot of events we do offer in for the rest of her life. With this, she
free food and give away free stuff. plans on pursuing a physical therapy
graduation.
That’s how students respond. We are license after
Despite the adversity that the
trying to support the team and athletes.
Overall, in the end, our goal is to get Department of Athletics has faced this
year, Finnell has high hopes for the
students to go to every single sport.”
Finnell first came into contact future of the Friar Faithful.
“I see the club expanding in the
with the Friar Faithful when she was
a sophomore at a basketball game. future. Like I said, with the new recruits,
The club was unofficial at the time, that’s all we need for this group to get
only being talk the year before. She going. We’ve been a group for only two
noticed the group selling a poster years now and put our name out there,
depicting the court rush after the 2008 promoting various events. Next year, I
Providence game against University of think if our basketball team does well,
Pittsburgh ended. Being an avid sports Friar Faithful will, too. It’s unfortunate
fan, Finnell was drawn to the group that we need a winning team for
and eventually signed up, becoming students to follow them,” says Finnell.
“Even games now—if there are a lot
chairman for women’s basketball.
In high school, Finnell was active of students, they don’t stand up. My
in sports, participating in swimming, freshman year, we went early, stood,
running, and basketball. At Providence and cheered the entire game. This year
College, she plays most intramural we have our group up front starting a
sports, including soccer, field hockey, lot of cheers and walking up and down
kickball, dodgeball, 3v3 basketball, the aisles to get kids to stand up and
5v5 basketball, water polo, wiffleball, they just sit. The passion has been lost
a little bit. Maybe our club is about
Frisbee, and lacrosse, among others.
Finnell admits that running a club trying to get that passion back. In a
centered around athletics has its challenges. lot of ways, it’s not about winning or
“This year has been hard, since most losing. We always stick by our teams.”
by Matthew Daniele ’15
News Staff
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Students Give Health Center Mixed Reviews
by Andres Taborda ’15
News Staff
Student Health

Getting
sick
is
always
an
inconvenience. When home, the
process of seeking medical help is easy.
One hops in a car, drives to a physician
or the emergency room, sees the
doctor, gets a prescription, and is on
the road to health. When a student gets
sick at Providence College, however, it
may be a lot harder to get the medical
attention he or she needs.
Medical facilities are a large part
of the Providence College campus’
history. Prior to there ever being a
lower campus, the area was a medical
complex known as Chapin Hospital.
Dore and Fennell Halls, among others,
were medical facilities for many years
prior to Providence acquiring the land
and turning the buildings into dorms
and academic buildings.
The remnants of the medical facility are
nonexistent today. Instead, the Providence
College community is left with a section of
the lower level of Bedford Hall where the
Student Health Center is located.
If a student becomes sick, he will
probably end up calling the Health
Center and begging the workers for an
appointment in their tight schedule.
The student will then be asked several
questions, and by common coincidence,
he will be given an appointment that
is during one of his classes. Despite
the frequent class overlaps, student
feedback shows the Health Center is,
in fact, very good with issuing notes to
bring to professors.
A student may encounter difficulty

getting care immediately if he is
suddenly very sick. The Health Center
Web site specifically states that students
are seen by appointment only. Walk-ins
are not an option unless a student is
willing to sit in a waiting room full of
sick college students.
According to the Student Health
Center Web site, students can make
appointments to be seen in order to treat
most common illnesses and accidentrelated injuries. The center offers
laboratory services, such as blood work,
throat cultures, etc. It does not, however,
offer X-ray service, treatment for major
illnesses, allergy shots, or surgical
services. Staff from the center will refer
students to local hospitals if they have
something that they cannot take care of.
Appointments at the health center
are free for students. When, however,
students are sent to a local hospital,
which happens in many cases given
the short list of provided services,

students are charged either through
their insurance companies or through
bills directly from the hospital. If the
percentage of students that are referred
to hospitals is significantly large, it is
safe to say that the Health Center is not
necessarily free.
Only one of the staff members of the
center is a doctor. The other two staff
members are nurse practitioners.
Claire Chambers ’15 had a pretty
rocky experience, or lack thereof, with
the Health Center. Finding herself ill,
Chambers called the Health Center.
“I called to make an appointment and
explained to them my symptoms that
were more than those of a common
cold,” she said. She was told that there
were no appointments available. “I
asked them to please call me if there
were any cancellations.”
Chambers never received a phone
call from the Health Center and was not
offered an appointment. “I was fortunate

“I ended
up having
a pretty
rough
case of
bronchitis.”

CHRIS CACCIVILLANI ’14 / THE COWL

enough to have a friend on campus with
a car that drove me to a medical center,”
she said. “I ended up having a pretty
rough case of bronchitis.”
Chambers continued, “As a student, I
was hoping to get some medical attention
on campus, but ended up having to, in
the midst of being sick, leave campus
and seek medical attention elsewhere.”
Not all students have had negative
experiences with the Health Center.
Aubrey Moore ’15, who was found
to have a case of strep throat, claims
that the Health Center was helpful.
“The service was not bad. In the end,
they diagnosed me with what I had
and gave me the prescription that I
needed,” she said.
Moore was diagnosed with strep on
her second visit to the health center. “At
first, I was told it was a bug,” she said.
She continued, “I knew it was not a
bug, so I went back. Then, they did the
throat culture through which they found
that I had strep. I guess I would have
appreciated the service more if they had
tested me for strep on the first try.”
Unlike Chambers, Moore was able
to get an appointment fairly easily
when she called the center.
Students and faculty have also voiced
their opinion on the hours of the center. It
is opened from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. The center is
closed on the weekends, leaving students
with local hospitals as one of two options,
the other being Providence College’s EMTs.
John Ruhl ’15 had to venture off
campus after visiting the Health Center.
Given that the center does not offer X-ray
services, Ruhl had to visit a local hospital
for X-rays. “It was inconvenient to wait for
a taxi to get an X-ray,” he said. “The service
at the Health Center was fine, but I wish
the diagnosis had been a bit more clear.”

Occupy PC Hosts Teach-In, Wants Lower Tuition
by Kathleen Sullivan ’14
News Staff
campus news
Over 50 members of the PC
community gathered in lower Slavin on
Tuesday, Feb. 28, to spread awareness
and talk about the rising costs of college
education, particularly here at PC. This
Occupy PC Teach-In was sponsored by
the Sociology Department and was led
by a panel of students and Dr. Cedric
de Leon.
The students began the presentation
by explaining more about the Occupy
movement as it relates to colleges in
the area and throughout the country.
Occupy PC works in combination with
a number of other schools throughout
Rhode Island, including Brown
University, Rhode Island College,
University of Rhode Island, and the
Community College of Rhode Island.
One of the panelists, Kristin Peña ’12,
said that this past week there were
Teach-Ins nationwide, including those
at other Rhode Island schools, “and it
sounds like they all went well. It’s great
to see PC kids stepping up like this and
opening the conversation.”
A short presentation by de Leon
followed, where he gave the audience
more information about the costs of
attending Providence College and
other institutions of higher education
throughout the world. Compared to
other countries, the United States as
a whole is widely out of step when it
comes to college tuition.
De Leon went on to highlight some
examples of student-led, organized
resistance movements that were
successful in Mexico, Europe, and
Canada. He explained that before
the Occupy movement began, there
were “no national organized student
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FROM LEFT: Stelliana Chalkiadakis ’13; Cedric de Leon, asst. professor of sociology; Briana RivasMorello ’13; Esteban Quisada Link ’13; Kristin Pena ’12; and Jeff Copland ’14.

resistance movements in the United
States since the 1970s.” The main point
he sought to get across to the listeners
was that college students have the
power to shape the face of the future.
“The only difference [between PC
students and those in the examples]
is that they fought and you didn’t,”
he explained, “but you can do it,
too.” This presentation aimed to start
a larger, open conversation about the
issue of college tuition.
The panelists and the listeners split
up into two groups in order to discuss
a few questions: What is it like to pay
for PC? What is your experience and
your story? And what are the biggest
issue facing college students today?
The conversations in both groups
consisted of students sharing their
individual experiences dealing with
the financial burden of tuition and how

it has affected their experiences at PC.
Students talked about things that they
thought were unfair and changes they
would like to see. One of the biggest
concerns people had was a desire to
know exactly where the tuition money
goes, and they expressed support for
a need of greater transparency within
Providence College.
The two groups shared a number
of larger ideas and compiled them for
a platform of changes and issues for
Occupy PC. These ideas included a call
for more transparency, questioning
the need for things like parking fees
and holds on accounts, the quality of
services provided to students, and SCE
(School of Continuing Education) and
Study Abroad costs and fees.
This led the conversation to
the question: What should we do
next? Suggestions were made about

marketing and endowments, and
other concerns arose like how to keep
up PC’s reputation with potentially
rolling back costs. The end result of
the presentation was a consensus
made by all present that the tuition
cost of $30,000 would be set as a goal
to strive toward.
Mark Correia ’14 is a commuter
student who attended the Teach-In and
shared his experience and thoughts
about the cost of an education at PC.
He supports the ideas of Occupy PC
and explained, “It is good that we can
voice our opinions and be comfortable
talking about this issue. My parents
were both born outside the United
States and I grew up being taught to
work hard. I’ve had a job since I was
14. It’s disappointing that I still don’t
have the chance to live the real college
experience.”
He voiced concern about the
differences in cost for an undergraduate
student compared to someone in
the SCE. Correia is just one example
of a student speaking out about his
individual experience with the level of
tuition at PC.
De Leon was pleased with the event
and the turnout by the community. “It
was a great event; the energy in the
room was wonderful.” He explained
that a lot of times with these types of
events, people don’t usually stay to
participate in the group discussions,
but that was not the case this time.
“People stayed because they thought it
was important, and it is an issue that
matters. We talked about something
publicly and began opening up the
conversation.” This Occupy PC TeachIn allowed students the opportunity
to learn more about the issue of
rising tuition costs, share their own
experiences, and begin to talk about
possible avenues for change.
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GOMES: Urges PC to Think About Life Beyond Campus Gates
Continued from front page
think I was trying to hurt him.”
He proceeded to run a little further
up the street, where he stopped and
called the police from his iPhone.
Gomes was somewhat surprised by the
tone of the 911 operator.
“They were very casual about it actually,
as if they got calls like that all the time,” he
said. “But then again, they probably do.”
While he waited for help to arrive,
Gomes surveyed the area again. He
stepped closer to the homeless man,
attempting to determine whether or
not he was alive—he remained unsure.
It bothered Gomes that as he stood
on the street in his gym shorts, many

white-collar pedestrians passed him,
doing their best to ignore the situation.
“I was running and I wasn’t afraid to
run by him and look at him,” he said. “But
while I was standing there, waiting for the
police—it was about five minutes—there
were people coming from work, dressed
up. People saw the homeless guy lying
on the bench and they purposely walked
around him.”
When the ambulance arrived at
the scene, the first response team
concluded that the man had attempted
to kill himself by slitting his wrists.
The position in which he passed out,
however, had slowed this process.
“When he passed out, he had
passed out on his arm and cut off the
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Gomes explains how he still goes on late-night runs through the City of Providence.

Motley Teaches PC Students
About Negro League History
by Matthew Daniele ’15
News Staff
Campus News
Thursday night, filmmaker, actor,
and author Byron Motley gave a lecture
to students in the Smith Center for the
Arts on the Negro Baseball League.
Currently, he is making a film that
documents the history of the league
and its impact on baseball and players
today. He also co-wrote a memoir with
his father, “Rolling Over Monarchs,
Giants and Stars,” which is available
online for download and pre-order.
The book details the experiences of his
father, who is the only living umpire
from the Negro Baseball League.
Motley projected an image of his
father calling a batter “out” at first
base, jumping high into the air with
his arm cocked back. “As you can see,
my father had a flamboyant manner of
umpiring, but that’s what the Negro
League was about. Not only was there
great athleticism from the athletes,
but there was great showmanship
as well,” said Motley, adding that
the umpire would do splits when a
runner was “safe.”
The Negro Baseball League lasted
from approximately 1920 until 1960,
which started a whole list of firsts that
changed the game. For example, Latino
players from countries such as Puerto
Rico, Venezuela, Cuba, and Mexico
could play in the Negro Leagues,
something that is now common in the
major leagues. Japanese players were
also introduced to American baseball.
The gender barrier was broken when
three women played alongside men in
the Negro Leagues. Another innovation
was playing baseball games at night,

started by one owner in 1931 to draw
larger crowds to the games. People
from all around came to see the marvel
of a game being played after dark, and
today, about 75 percent of games are
played at night.
Effa Manley, a dark-complexioned
white woman who lived her life as an
African-American, was the first woman
to own, run, and manage a professional
sports team, as well as the first woman
to be introduced to the Baseball Hall
of Fame. Her aggressive business
tactics led to the start of players
being monetarily “compensated” for
being traded. Catcher’s mitts, shin
guards, and batting helmets were
all introduced in the Negro Baseball
League as well, and are proof of the
league’s impact on the major leagues
and sports in general.
“In my numerous conversations
with former ballplayers, they all told
me that Jackie Robinson was, by far,
not the best player in the league,”
said Motley.
He described the unparalleled
ability of the Negro Baseball League
players, claiming Robinson was only
chosen for his college education,
military background, and ability to
take racial abuse.
“Compared to the rest of the Negro
League, he was mediocre,” said
Motley. “So, imagine this now-icon
who won Rookie of the Year and is
in the Baseball Hall of Fame, and the
caliber of talent that was left behind
who never got a chance to make it to
the majors. But [Jackie Robinson’s 1947
recruitment to the Broklyn Dodgers]
gave birth to the modern-day civil
rights movement. Robinson was before
Brown vs. The Board of Education, before
Rosa Parks, military integration, etc.”

circulation of his arm. This stopped
the bleeding. They were actually able
to wake him up, wrap something
around his wrists, and walk him to the
ambulance without using a stretcher.”
The man appeared very disoriented,
and did not say anything audible,
according to Gomes. After the EMTs
attended to the man, they briefly thanked
Gomes for calling before driving away.
“It was never heard of again,” he said.
After the incident, Gomes called his
parents and one of his friends and ran
straight back to PC.
“As soon as I got back to campus, I
had a security guard wave to me as I
ran through the gates,” he said. Gomes
elaborated on the thoughts that went
through his head when he returned. “I
was back in a gated community, full of
people who are studying liberal arts and
who can afford to pay $50,000 a year to
go here. I am not putting down those
people—it is awesome that we have the
opportunity to do those things—but in
the same instance, there are a lot of people
who don’t have those opportunities. Every
once in a while, it takes an experience like
I had to realize that.”
Gomes explained that he was once
like the majority at PC, in the sense
that he had only heard about incidents
such as this, but had never experienced
it firsthand. Given the location of the
College, however, he urges students to
be aware that there is so much going
on in the small, surrounding city.
“It not only made me realize how
lucky I am—but how lucky so many of

us are,” said Gomes.
He believes this story is a testament
to the need for better services for those
who need help.
“There should be a better safety
net for people who are hurting or
homeless—better than someone who
is by chance running at night—when
they decide to give up.”
In the interview, Gomes downplayed
his heroism, despite the fact that he
may have been the sole reason that
the homeless man’s life was saved.
He insists that anyone in that position
would have done the same thing.
“What else would you do?” asked
Gomes. “Would you not have called the
police? You cannot ignore someone who is
hurting, especially when it is that visible.”
When asked if he thought
everyone has such an innate sense
of responsibility to help others, he
responded, “When faced with that
decision, I think everybody does. I
hope everyone does.”
Gomes decided to run the same
path again a few days later. Much to
his surprise, he saw that the blood was
still there.
“It was weird,” he said. “I had a
sense of, ‘That guy was dying right
there.’ It was very eerie, and very sad.”

UCONN: Friars Will Ride Momentum
Continued from front page
future of his Friars as Drummond
was left questioning the future of
his team that had entered the season
with such high hopes of defending
its National Championship.
“A lot of people had written
us off because of our personnel,”
Cooley said. “I want them to look
at our hearts.”
Heart is what allowed his Friars
to turn a 51-37 deficit into a 69-61
lead after Henton’s three pointer off
an inbound with just one second
remaining on the shot clock.
Heart is also what will propel this
year’s Friars team into Notre Dame
this weekend and into Madison
Square Garden next week for the Big
East Tournament.
Before the game at DePaul, Cooley
took his team bowling to get their
mind off basketball and focus on the
family aspect that Cooley has made
mandatory from the start of his time
here at Providence. Before Tuesday’s
game against Connecticut, Cooley
showed his team film from their
game against Assumption earlier in
the season to show them how much
they have progressed not only as
individuals but also as a team.
The 15-15 record and 4-13 Big East
record do not show just how much
this team has grown in the past few
winter months. The days of flatfooted Friar defense is long gone
as well as the out-manned style of
coaching Cooley has had to go with
at times this year.
The Friars left the Huskies
speechless not only in the locker
room after the game, but also on the
bus ride home.
“Sometimes, you have to look
yourself in the mirror,” said UConn
guard Shabazz Napier after the
game, “and say, ‘You’re not that
good. You’re just an average kid
trying to get out of a hole.”
When Jim Calhoun returns, if at all,

he will look at a team filled with NBA
prospects and players questioning if
UConn is the place for them.
“No disrespect to them,” Napier
went on to say, “but this is one of those
games that, in the beginning of the
season, you put a ‘W’ next to it because
you know you’re supposed to win. We
didn’t buckle down.”
This may be the last time an
opposing player says that about
Ed Cooley’s Friars, as his Top 10
recruiting class next year is just
the beginning of his reign on Smith
Hill. With local talent being as deep
and rooted as ever, Cooley and the
Friars have as good a chance of
landing these 2013, 2014, and 2015
recruits as not only Connecticut and
Boston College, but the top college
programs in the country.
Tuesday night’s win for the
Friars quite possibly meant that
they will be the next New England
college basketball team to make the
Tournament, not Connecticut.
“We were playing a desperate team,
I thought,” Coach Cooley said as he
patted the back of Vincent Council ’13.
“All in all, a great Friar win.”
Tuesday night was the first of many
great Friar wins that upwards of 11,000
fans will see every time the Dunk hosts
elite college basketball programs.
It also showed Friar fans, young
and old, that getting the top player
in the class does not always go
according to plan.
The Friars may find themselves in
a CBI or NIT bracket if they can win
at Notre Dame and pick up a win on
Tuesday at the Garden. Ed Cooley
is nowhere near done coaching this
year’s Providence team, and they will
go as far as their hearts take them.
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Google’s New Gadget:
Augmented Reality Glasses
by John Mihovics ’14
World Staff
Tech
Google plans to introduce
this generation’s next innovative
technological feat, as the company is
expected to start selling eyeglasses
that will project information and
entertainment onto the lenses later
this year. The glasses will project
various advertisements as well.
The manufacturing of the glasses
are taking place in the Google X
office, a secretive laboratory near
Google’s HQ in Mountain View,
Calif. There are no available images
of the supposed virtual-reality
glasses, but they will look similiar
to Oakley’s “Thump” sunglasses
that are equipped with a built-in
MP3 player.
The glasses will also be

equipped with GPS, motor sensors,
a camera, audio inputs, and audio
outputs. They are being labeled as
‘augmented reality glasses’ because
the cameras will send visuals such
as that of a restaurant to Google
rack computers, which will then
send back information on the
visual, such as customer reviews for
the restaurant.
The idea of such virtual glasses
has incited both enthusiasm
and disappointment in Google’s
innovation. Enthusiasts truly feel
that the glasses will benefit society
because of their capability to make
life easier by providing various
useful services.
But the idea of such a powerful
instrument has raised many ethical
questions and serves as a reminder
of technology’s increasing influence
over many people’s lives.
William Brinkman, graduate
director of the computer science and
software engineering department at

Miami University in Oxford, Ohio,
is very excited for the potential
of these glasses to transform
society. But he explaind that he has
reservations as well.
“In addition to privacy, it’s
also going to change real-world
advertising,
where
companies
can virtually place ads over other
people’s ads,” he said.
There are also many discussions
about the actual capabilities
the augmented-reality glasses
will have. Google could match
people’s face images and be able
to deliver various details about
him, such as mutual friends on
social networks or even if the two
people have ever met.
The idea is very interesting and
proves yet again that technology
can change the very way people
live and think. But a society
full of people strolling around
wearing sci-fi glasses and acquiring
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information
about
complete
strangers sounds rather unattractive
and overwhelming.
Google may be trying to keep up
with rival companies like Apple and
Microsoft, but introducing virtualreality glasses does not seem to be
the right move. Estimated to cost
anywhere from $250 to $600 with
the ability to distract both walkers
and drivers, success may be quite
difficult to achieve.

Obama Apologizes for Koran Burning
by Kelly Smith ’12
World Staff
United States
President
Obama
apologized
last Thursday for the burning of a
pile of Korans on a U.S. airbase in
Afghanistan. In a letter to Afghan
president Hamid Karzai, Obama
wrote, “I wish to express my deep
regret for the reported incident,” in
which personnel at the Bagram Air
Base threw copies of the Koran and
other books into a burning rubbish
pile. “I extend to you and the Afghan
people my sincere apologies.” This is
the second time in a year that supposed
desecration of the Muslim holy book
has occurred; in March of last year, a
Florida pastor was accused of burning
the Koran. As a result, 24 people,
including two U.S. soldiers, died in
riots and protests across Afghanistan.
This incident, in which Afghan
workers found charred copies of
the Koran in a pile on the base, has
resulted in similar violence. Two U.S.
solders were shot and killed by a man
in Afghan army uniform during a
protest on an eastern Afghanistan
base. Two more U.S. soldiers were shot
and killed in the Interior Ministry
building in Kabul, and NATO has
since pulled all advisers out of

A crowd of angry Afghanis gather to protest the burning.

Afghan ministries in the city. At least
five deaths of Afghan protestors have
been attributed to the riots that have
erupted across the country.
President Karzai has asked the
people of Afghanistan to wait for the
results of the current investigation,
while the Taliban has had a more
aggressive
response.
Zabihullah
Mujahid, a spokesperson for the
Taliban, said in an e-mail, “The Muslim
Afghan nation must not be deceived
by their superficial apologies and must

continue seeking revenge.”
The Pentagon has claimed that the
burning of the Korans was an accident
and not intended maliciously. U.S.
Army General John Allen has ordered
training for troops on how to properly
handle religious materials. In the U.S.,
Republican presidential hopeful Rick
Santorum has criticized President
Obama for showing “weakness” in
apologizing to the Islamic world.
Santorum said about the apology, “It
suggests that there is somehow blame,
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...that we did something wrong in
the sense of doing a deliberate act
wrong.” Others have cited Obama’s
apology extending out more of a
concern to protect the U.S. troops
in Afghanistan rather than sincere
apology for the event. The event is
still under investigation by NATO,
who has promised to prosecute the
offenders in “a fair and open trial, as
soon as possible.”

Interested in writing for World News? E-mail cowlworldnews@gmail.com
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Dehydrated Girl Runs to Her Own Death
by Katie Davenport ’14
World Staff
United States

On February 20, in rural Alabama,
nine-year-old
Savannah
Hardin
was fatally punished for lying to her
grandmother about eating candy bars.
According to USA Today, Savannah’s
grandmother and stepmother allegedly
forced the third grader to run around
for three hours, resulting in severe
dehydration. The dehydration caused
a seizure, and the girl died soon after.
CNN reports that grandmother Joyce
Hardin Garrard, 46, and stepmother
Jessica Mae Hardin, 27, both face murder
charges; they are currently being held in
the Etowah County Detention Center,
each on a $500,000 cash bond.
Concerned witnesses informed
deputies that Savannah was ordered
to run without stopping for three
hours. No other details were released,
and authorities are still determining

whether Savannah was forced to run
by verbal commands or by physical
coercion. Neighbor Roger Simpson
states that he saw a little girl running
at approximately 4 p.m., but he did
not notice anyone chasing or coercing
her. He did not give the running girl
another thought, unaware that he
was actually witnessing a murder
in progress.
The stepmother called police later
that evening at 6:45 p.m., explaining
that Savannah was having a seizure
and was unresponsive. Savannah died
at Children’s Hospital in Birmingham,
according to a news release from the
sheriff’s office. Furthermore, an autopsy
report showed that Savannah was
extremely dehydrated and had a very
low sodium level. A state pathologist
ruled Savannah’s death as a homicide.
USA Today acknowledges that a
wooden fence, toys, and playground
equipment surround the trailer where
Savannah lived. Neighbors, however,
report that they never saw children

playing in the yard. In addition,
Savannah’s father, Robert Hardin, who
filed for divorce in August of 2010, was
sometimes present at the trailer. In his
complaint, he asserted that his wife,
Savannah’s stepmother, was bipolar
and had alcoholic tendencies. He even
accused her of formerly running off
with the couple’s own child. Jessica
denied all of Robert’s allegations in her
response. Five months after filing for
divorce, Robert and Jessica requested a
judge to dismiss their case.
“This is obviously a very tragic,
devastating, heartbreaking situation,”
stated Superintendent Alan Cosby
of Carlisle Elementary School, where
Savannah was a third-grader. Cosby
further reports that counselors and
social workers are available for
grieving students. Savannah’s desk has
been turned into a memorial where
classmates can leave mementos and
COURTESY OF THE DAILY CALLER
notes in order to honor the memory of a
little girl who prematurely passed away. Savannah Hardin died last week after being
forced to run for three hours.

Reporters Killed in Syrian Bombardment
by Meaghan Lambert ‘14
World Staff
Syria

As the conflict in Syria surges on, the
eminent danger faced by civilians has
intensified, even targeting innocent
media representatives. According to
The New York Times, American reporter
Marie Colvin (shown on the left) and
French photographer Remi Ochlik
(shown on the right) were killed in the
bombardment of the city of Homs last
Wednesday, Feb. 22. Video postings on
several social networking Web sites
revealed their unconscious bodies
lying facedown in the rubble of what
the reporters had been using as their
Homs headquarters. Along with
Colvin—an American reporting for
the “Sunday Times of London”—and
Ochlik, three other Western journalists
were injured. An anonymous activist
reported to The New York Times that
“an apartment being used as a media
center with satellite uplink facilities
had taken a direct hit and activists
had been unable to reach it because of
continued shelling.”
Unlike Libya and Yemen, the

Syrian government does not readily
grant work visas to reporters looking
to enter the country, and those who
are given admission are placed
under strict watch. Consequently, the
conflict in Syria is rapidly becoming
known as one of the most difficult
and dangerous Middle Eastern battles
to date. Almost a year since President
Assad began his government-backed
attack against “rebel insurgents,”
seven media personnel have died
in their struggle for information.
Freelance cameramen Ferzat Jarban
and Basil al-Sayed were found dead in
November and December of this past
year, respectively; French television
reporter Gilles Jacquier died during
a government-sponsored trip to
Homs in January; freelance reporter
Mazhar Tayyara was found dead in
early February, and popular videoblogger Baba Amr was pronounced
dead one day before the deaths of
Colvin and Orlick.
Syrian civilians and rebel
parties alike believe these deaths
to be a government-directed
attack against media personnel,
desperate to keep their targeted
civilian violence under wraps.
A Syrian activist commented:

“It’s too much of a coincidence.
There are reports of planes flying
around and they may be looking for
satellite uplinks.” The Arab Spring
conflict has attracted more and more
cell phone, blog, and social media
documentation—with all constituents
reporting from a fearful distance.
Although the city of Homs has been
regarded as the

epicenter of violence for the past few
weeks, government aggression has
been noted in the Idlib area as well
as in the northern section of Syria.
According to The New York Times
and gathered by Syrian activists,
an average day’s death toll hovers
around a dozen.

Hundreds Injured in Argentinian Train Crash
by Kevin Sullivan ’15
World Staff
Argentina
A packed train slammed into the
barrier at the end of the line at a
busy Buenos Aires station, killing
51 people and injuring hundreds of
morning commuters in Argentina’s
worst train accident in decades.
Passengers had been packed in tight,
sandwiched between bicycles and the
few seats, many without so much as a
strap to hold. About 600 people were
injured, and emergency workers
slowly extracted dozens of people
who were trapped inside the first car,
according to Alberto Crescenti, the
city’s emergency medical director.
Rescuers carved open the roof and
set up a pulley system to ease them
out one by one. Most of the victims
were traveling in the first two cars of
the eight-car train, which Transport
Secretary Juan Pablo Schiavi said
was carrying between 1,200 and
1,500 passengers.
The commuter train came in too
fast and hit a shock-absorbing barrier

at the end of the platform at about 16
mph, smashing the front of the engine
and crunching the cars behind it. The
second car penetrated nearly 20 feet
into the next, Schiavi said.
Commuters inside the train “flew
through the air,” a passenger wearing
a neck brace told local television.
“There were lots of people thrown
to the floor, injured, bloodied.” “The
train [car] was embedded inside
the other... the seats were gone,
they disappeared, and people were
jumping out of the window,” he said.
The death toll was Argentina’s highest
from a train accident since 1970, when
200 were killed.
Hundreds of thousands of people
travel into Argentina’s capital
from the suburbs every day. The
old and overcrowded rail services,
run by private companies and
heavily subsidized by the state, are
plagued by accidents and delays.
The Argentinian government has
promised a full investigation into the
cause of the crash.
The government says it will join
the victims in a legal action against
Trenes de Buenos Aires (TBA), the
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A train crashed in Buenos Aires, which killed 51 people and injured about 600 others. The
government, along with the victims, plans to file legal actions against the company running the
train line.

private company that runs the line.
The auditor-general said the accident
follows years of safety failings. TBA,
however, has blamed government
price controls, saying that keeping
fares down has made it impossible to
fund improvements to the line and
rolling stock. Despite this claim, TBA
has promised full cooperation with

the investigation and expressed its
deepest condolences to the victims.
The driver is currently in intensive
care and has not yet explained why he
could not bring it to a halt, although
malfunctioning and brakes in need of
repair are suspected.
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Supreme Court Accepts
Affirmative Action Case
by Naomi Eide ’13
World Staff
United States
The Supreme Court recently took on
the affirmative-action case of University
of Texas’ race-conscious admission
policies to determine whether they
violate the rights of white applicants. In
the case of Fisher vs. University of Texas at
Austin, Abigail Noel Fisher has sued the
University after her college application
was rejected. The University of Texas
has a policy of considering race as
well as test scores, community service,
leadership, and work experience in its
attempt to create a diverse campus. The
case will be argued in the fall, and the
decision will probably not be published
until early 2013.
Following the decision of the court
to take on the case, the University of
Texas defended its admissions process,
stating, “It is vital for the university
to weigh a multitude of factors when
making admissions decisions about the
balance of students who will make up
each entering class. We must have the
flexibility to consider each applicant’s
unique experiences and background so
we can provide the best environment in
which to educate and train the students
who will be our nation’s future leaders.”
Others, like Joshua Thompson of the
conservative Pacific Legal Foundation,
chimed in to CNN, stating that “using
race in admissions decisions, to achieve
diversity, amounts to stereotyping people
by their race. Racial diversity in a student
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body does not guarantee a diversity
of experience and perspectives. It
is unrealistic and wrong to try to
pigeonhole people by their race.”
The state of Texas has a policy
of offering admission to its flagship
university for in-state students that are in
the top 10 percent of their class. Because
Fisher just missed the mark, she was
entered into the much more competitive
general pool of applicants. Previous
cases have approached the topic of
affirmative action like the case with
University of Michigan, where Justice
Sandra Day O’Connor was the swing
vote that got the decision approved. The
justices in 2003 said state universities
can narrowly tailor their admissions
policies to consider an applicant’s race.
“In order to cultivate a set of leaders with
legitimacy in the eyes of the citizenry, it
is necessary that the path to leadership
be visibly open to talented and qualified
individuals of every race and ethnicity,”
O’Connor said. “The [Michigan] Law
School’s educational judgment that such
diversity is essential to its educational
mission is one to which we defer.”
Justice Clarence Thomas was one
of the more conservative judges who
determined the issue unconstitutional,
stating that “The Law School, of its own
choosing, and for its own purposes,
maintains an exclusionary admissions
system that it knows produces racially
disproportionate
results.
Racial
discrimination is not a permissible
solution to the self-inflicted wounds of
this elitist admissions policy.”

World News
Briefing
North Korea promised to stop development of nuclear weapons
and allow inspectors into the country in a landmark deal between
the U.S. and the totalitarian nation. The United States agreed to
increase food aid to North Korea as part of the deal, although for
months the U.S. claimed the nuclear talks and the food aid were
not related.
Syrian government forces stormed the city of Homs, which is
a center of rebel activity. Two Western journalists are still in the
city, unable to leave. A U.N. humanitarian representative has
been denied entry into Syria despite repeated attempts.
Davy Jones, lead singer for The Monkees, has died. The vocalist
was 66 years old. During his career in the sixties, his band was
wildly popular. The cause of death was a heart attack.
Scientists discovered a way to explain the disparity between
matter and antimatter. Researchers in the United States found
that some matter particles decay differently from their antimatter
counterparts, which could be the reason the two types exist in
such disparate quantities.
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Gas Prices Continue To Surge
by Joe Lepri ’12
World Staff
United States

The recent surge in gas prices
has caused a great deal of unrest
across the country. Within the
last two months, we have seen a
10 percent spike in gas prices to
an average of $3.62 per gallon.
Analysts predict the price to easily
rise over four dollars in the near
future. According to MSNBC,
“gasoline and oil inventories are at
very low levels around the world,
and traders believe that supply will
tighten significantly.”
Paul Ausick and Douglas A.
McIntyre of 24/7 Wall Street recently
released an article explaining why
they feel that the price of gasoline is
going to rise to over five dollars this
year. A major reason for this is the
Strait of Hormuz, through which 20
percent of the crude oil in the world

is shipped. Iran has threatened
to shut the passage which would
undoubtedly raise prices.
However, the issues in Iran do not
stop there; because “of the embargo
against the nation due to nuclear
weapons violations, the U.S. has
pressured large oil importers such as
Japan to act to isolate Iran by cutting
their imports.” Japan will still need
to get oil from other sources, which
will increase pressure on production.
Another worry is that refiners
will have to raise prices. John
Felmy, chief economist for the
American Petroleum Institute, said
that “refiners were losing money in
November and December. You can
only lose money for so long.” Since
large refineries are often owned
by public companies, they’ll have
to raise prices in order to continue
posting losses. The recent boost in
the U.S. economy will also cause
gas prices to rise. 24/7 Wall Street
noted that “U.S. GDP, employment,

Cowl Portfolio
by
Arman Oganisian ’13, World Editor

The Cowl’s portfolio is up 1.12 percent from a month ago,
behind the S&P 500 which is up 4.41 percent. The stocks
have performed quite well this past week. The Cowl’s top
performer in the past five days is SanDisk Corporation
(SNDK). SanDisk, among other things, manufactures data
storage solutions such as removable cards, USB drives,
and other drives which are used in a myriad of electronic
devices. Proctor & Gamble shot up 4.17 percent in the past
five days. Bank of America upgraded P&G’s rating to “buy”
two days ago, about a month after The Cowl recommended
it on “Stock Pick of the Week.” If P&G is not your long pick
yet, it should be. The stock price has increased 7.18 percent
in the last six months. The Cowl’s poorest performer in the
past five days was Intel Corporation, down 1.79 percent.
Prepare for some modestly positive performance as
investors continue to weight positive U.S. economics data
against European instability. Stocks ended flat yesterday,
however, as Bernanke gave no signs of more quantitative
easing in the future.

and even housing have all staged
unexpected improvements in recent
months. Many economists now peg
a 2012 GDP increase at more than
two percent.” This is in addition
to the 100,000 jobs that have been
created in each of the last six
months. These signs of economic
recovery will only cause the price
of gasoline to increase.
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Feature IPO:
Bazaarvoice, Inc.

Stock Pick of The Week:
Microsoft Corporation

Bazaarvoice (BZ) went public in a promising
environment. While the storm is not over, the U.S.
economy is doing better than expected. Europe is more
stable, consumer confidence is picking up, capital
expenditures are increasing, and the job market is
improving. All the while, companies are sitting on
mounds of cash. Bazaarvoice filed to IPO at $8-$10 per
share. It priced higher than expected at $12 and opened
at $16 last Friday. It closed 37.6 percent higher than its
initial offering price at $16.51. Both Bazaarvoice and
Proto Labs priced higher than their expected ranges.
This boosted investor confidence regarding the IPO
market which was stagnant in 2011.
Bazaarvoice, Inc. is a Texas-based software firm that
specializes in social commerce. It sells various products
to firms, allowing them to track customer-generated
ratings and reviews on the firm’s products. This allows
producers to better understand their customers and adjust
their products and services accordingly. “Investors are
starved to find companies that can grow internally, and
these two companies are smaller examples of that,” said
Francis Gaskins, president of ipodesktop.com.

Microsoft Corporation (MSFT) is a perfect buy if you
are looking for a safe, reliable investment with a healthy
growth rate and dividend yield.
Microsoft excelled in 2011. Its share price increased
almost 20 percent in the past year, leaving the NASDAQ
in the dust at slightly above seven percent. In the past
year, Microsoft has also outperformed the technology
services sector which went up about 15 percent.
The company has solid fundamental performance.
It has realized revenue growth every year since 2009.
Revenues increased from $58,437 million in 2009 to
$69,943 million in 2011. Microsoft’s profit margin has been
growing simultaneously, signaling an ability to control
expenses. The company’s long-term growth is assured.
Microsoft’s balance sheet shows an increasing debt/
asset since 2009, but most of this is attributable to
decreasing accumulated depreciation. More liquid
assets, such as cash/cash equivalents, have grown.
Moreover, Microsoft is good at bringing in the cash,
showing increasing operating cash flows since 2009 from
$19,037 million to $26,994 million in 2011.

by Arman Oganisian ’13
World Editor

by Arman Oganisian ’13
World Editor
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Career Services Saved My Summer

March 1, 2012

Joe McCarthy and Others Guide Students Daily, Remain Underappreciated

likely to land a job than those who
didn’t use them, according to the
National Association of Colleges and
Employers’ recent survey of more than
35,000 students from over 840 colleges
and universities nation
wide. Fifty
percent of students who sought out
career services intensively—meeting
with counselors for résumé review and
interview practice sessions—received
at least one job offer, compared with
42 percent of students who did not use
the career center or used it minimally,
according to the survey. Moreover,
26 percent of students who consulted
the career center extensively secured
a job before graduation, compared
with just 17 percent of students who

only searched job listings on the career
center Web site.
The demand for help is palpable
as anxious students looking for work
besiege centers. The result: Centers
at colleges and universities across
the country have been adding staff
and ramping up their offerings at
a brisk pace. In the past two years,
Harvard’s Career Services Center has
doubled the number of educational
programs to close to 100. Some
sessions include exploring careers in
sports management, preparing for a
career as an independent musician,
or looking into careers in the culinary
arts or fashion.
In addition to the basic services—
reviewing résumés and cover letters,
staging mock interviews, sponsoring
job fairs, and providing free use of
copiers and computers—career centers
are trotting out a variety of workshops,
offering Web seminars (webinars),
reviewing résumés and cover letters
via e-mail, and extending office hours.
They’re recruiting a more eclectic mix of
employers to campus and aggressively
wooing alumni to networking events
in the hopes of opening doors for
internships and jobs.
As a result of my incredible
experience with PC’s Career Services—
one comparable to Harvard’s and other
leading institutions’—I am confident
that the internship opportunities,
and eventually the acceptances into
graduate school programs, will flood
my e-mail. To everyone guiding me
through my changing career interests
in Career Services: Thank you.

food is practically an official PC sport,
but hearing Friars Club talk about
Ray, touring families must expect
Michelin-star cuisine. So, the next time
you see a white-jacketed student look
around in Ray and sigh, or grumble, or
mutter, just remember that that same
student will be leading tour groups
through that same cafeteria when he
goes on duty. And he will lie.

I don’t mean to say that Friars
Club lies only through these specific
examples. I’m sure every PC student
has had the experience of walking past
a tour group and suddenly thinking,
“Wait, that isn’t right. Alumni is way
more expensive than that.” Or “Wait,
don’t we have to pay for printing?” On
the other hand, it’s certainly possible
that not every Friars Club member
lies to their tour groups.
But the Friars Club is composed
of students. They go here. They
live here. They know what student
life is like. They are fully aware of
every fabrication in their pitch. So I
can’t really imagine that they don’t
also realize that they are selling
lies. Friars Club is fully complicit in
the deception.
It’s almost comical that the
marketing and recruitment arm
of the student body wears white,
because the promise of truth that
those white jackets extend to you is
empty. It might seem strange to you
that a Catholic college would employ
a campaign of lies to embellish
its image, to woo applicants; in
other words, to make money. But
appearances can be deceiving, just
like the Friars Club.
So, if you are a member of a tour
group who just happened to pick up
a copy of The Cowl and turn to this
article, well…Take everything you
hear with a grain of salt, because it’s
probably not true.

by Genevieve Ilg ’14
Asst. Commentary Editor
campus
Some Providence College students
simply prefer studying Monet over
linear algebra and the Socratic Method
over physics. For them, it makes sense
to major in a liberal arts discipline like
history or philosophy. However, many
students debate the value of a degree
or even an education rooted in liberal
arts. But if an education is what the
student puts into it, then any argument
regarding
such
worth
quickly
becomes moot. What most students
don’t consider when applying to or
attending college is the strength of
the school’s Career Services Center. In
today’s tight job market, you should be
wondering. Top-notch career services
can make a difference, and at PC you
are guaranteed superior advice.
PC’s Career Services Office offers
conferences, panels, fairs, networking
events,
internship
showcases,
shadowing opportunities, access to the
Friar Involvement Team, and personal
counseling. I was in a situation two
weeks ago where I needed to give my
résumé a facelift, write a cover letter,
and seek guidance on my changing
career interests. Patti Goff guided me
to idealist.org, and within a week, I
was offered internship opportunities
in New York City. I walked out of Joe
McCarthy’s office with edits on my
résumé, a cover letter, a meeting with

BILLY NAWROCKI ’12 / THE COWL

Dr. Mattison, the associate professor
of Social Work, and a follow-up e-mail
regarding my visit.
Our faculty members at PC are
experts in their respective fields, but
members of internal offices (who do
not necessarily teach in classrooms)
are often overlooked. Without them,
the College could not function, and
students would suffer. For example,
Joe McCarthy completed his graduate
degree in Holistic Counseling, and also
interned, and worked briefly at Salve
Regina before sharing his gifts and
time with the PC community. He is
just one of the many gems in the office.
In 2009, students who used
career center resources were more

Friars Club: Empire of Lies
by Andrew Gellert ’13
Asst. World Editor
campus

The
Friars
Club,
with
its
immaculate
white
jackets
and
soothing monologues, is an important
marketing avenue for Providence
College. Its members lead tours of
prospective students and families
around campus, chattering about the
school’s selling points. But as many
freshmen discover, much of this
prattle is composed of lies.
The Friars Club lies by omission.
Tours occasionally venture though
recently renovated living areas, like
Davis or Suites. But no group ever
gets within 100 feet of decaying
Fennell or Dore. The apartments and
suites have flashy kitchenettes, open
spaces, new appliances, and brandnew furnishings. But try heading
over to one of the older dorms—
you know, the ones freshmen will
actually live in during their first
year. Instead of stainless steel sinks,
you’ll find rusty pipes carrying
foggy water to dingy bathrooms
with cracked tiling. The Friars Club
would never reveal this aspect of
campus life, even though it’s the one
facing most incoming freshmen.
The Friars Club lies by commission.
Ever hear a tour group in the cafeteria?
“Everyone loves Ray.” “The food at
Ray is so good.” “I love eating here.”

“You can also get a great meal at
Alumni for under five dollars.” Every
single one of those statements is a
lie. Nobody likes Ray or its food. It’s
hilarious to see the initial shock hit
the freshmen a few weeks into their
first semester; it finally sinks in that
the food will never get better, that it
will always be bad, that Friars Club
lied to them. Complaining about Ray
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Laundry and Emotional Distress. With all of the papers, exams, readings,
and other stress-inducing college tasks, the easiest way to take your mind off
things is by doing laundry. I say easiest because doing laundry is probably
more stressful and requires more time than any assignment. Maybe this is
just in McVinney, but laundry is an activity that requires you to block out at
least an hour and a half in your schedule. I’m not one of those people who
started doing her own laundry when she came to college. In fact, at home,
I actually liked doing laundry. I found it relaxing. But here, laundry is a
gamble, and something always goes wrong. First, there is never an open
washing machine, so you have to find time at weird parts of the day to go
down and check, like 10:30 a.m. on a Tuesday, or 2:00 a.m. on a Saturday. A
towel or some item of clothing is always forgotten in your room, forcing you
to take the elevator back upstairs to get it. You never get the right temperature
for water, no matter what button you press on the machine. You’re forced to
watch the clock carefully in order to get your clothes, because someone will
touch them if you’re not down there at the precise time. The good dryers are
usually taken, forcing you to use the one with the broken “colors and whites”
button, the one with the weird noise that sounds like its shredding your
clothes, or the one that doesn’t spin at all. Your clothes are never dry. There is
always at least one item that will not dry at the same rate as everything else.
After folding your laundry, you’ll probably find an item of someone else’s in
your laundry bag. You always lose a sock. The most you can hope for is that
you have enough clothing that is decently washed for the rest of the week.
Laundry in McVinney is more stressful than having a midterm the day after
the Oscars.—Kelly Sullivan ’15
The end of ANGEL. . . Beware. 2012 has long been the forecasted end for
mankind. Thus, foreboding remarks such as, “The end is coming—are
you ready?” are relatively commonplace in our 21st-century society. In
fact, if you’ve done any of your homework at all during this academic
year, I’m willing to bet that you’ve encountered this sinister sentiment.
Log on to ANGEL and you’ll see what I mean. Listed under the site’s
“Public Announcements” is the exact apocalyptic warning. Turns out, the
“retirement” of our beloved yet problematic learning system, ANGEL, is fast
approaching. And you know what that means: THE END—that is, according
to the overly dramatic folks responsible for ANGEL announcements,
anyway. That’s right—this time next year, we’ll be living in an ANGELless world, assuming we’re here and our computers don’t spontaneously
combust, of course. Wishful thinking. I’m not quite sure how you can
possibly prepare for such a thing, but according to ANGEL, you should
be getting ready. And next to Cyberfriar, ANGEL is boss. Perhaps canned
goods, bottled water, flashlights, and matches will do the trick. Whatever
the case, come summertime, it’s all about Sakai, which apparently we should
be nervous about. But though the ANGEL era is coming to a close, if I had
to guess, change will only bring more of the same: professors struggling to
understand how to use Sakai and finding ways to blame their students for
their mistakes. #perksofgraduatingin2012.—Kerry Vaughan ’12
Family: The Best Role Model. For the past week or so, I’ve heard a lot of
talk about the awful example that Rihanna set for her fans by making a song
with Chris Brown. Now, I’m usually not the type to listen to this sort of
celebrity melodrama, but this story reinforced something that I’ve known
for a while now that has irked me, and that I hope more people have come
to realize by now. Actors, musicians, and athletes should be lauded and
appreciated for their talent and abilities, and that is it. Rather than focusing
on the ways in which celebrities fall short of exemplifying moral stability,
perhaps a focus should be put on whether society imposes the title of “role
model” on the wrong people. Appreciate the dedication and work ethic of
these celebrities? The ability to hone their skill and become successful? Sure,
totally fine with me. But to say that they fail as role models simply does not
make sense, because these celebrities are no less prone to human error than
the rest of us; because at the end of the day, they are human, too. “But they’re
in a much bigger spotlight. They have to be role models,” you may say. I
would say, from where does that spotlight come? It comes from all of us
who inexplicably idolize celebrities as bastions of morality and deem them
role models for all. I, for one, will try to tell my future children about their
grandfather, their grandmother, and their Uncle Michael as the right role
models for them. Almost certainly not the stud quarterback, the Grammy
winner, or the Hollywood darling. —Matt Santos ’14
Why the Game Matters. With our record is 3-13 in the Big East; in all
likelihood, we will not make the NCAA tournament, and the best that we
can do is finish a game over five hundred on the season. So, why does
Tuesday’s game even matter? Well, it is a rivalry game, but what good is a
rivalry game if it counts for little more than pride? It still means everything!
Yes, Providence College, even though the Friars have had a tough year and
unless we win the Big East tournament, do not be deceived; this game has
a big impact on next season. We have a young team that is looking to carry
momentum forward into next season, and a strong finish will not only
build confidence, it will also help with recruiting. Coach Cooley has done
a miraculous job with recruiting for next year, but two big wins against
UConn and Notre Dame could tip the scales for recruits like Nerlens
Noel. So, do not let anyone tell you that Tuesday’s game did not matter.
Although the UConn game will already be decided by the time, The Cowl
hits news stands on Thursday, I implore you, the Friar Faithful, to continue
supporting our Friars and to stay faithful to the end. Keep watching, keep
cheering, and remember that every game counts, regardless of whether we
are at the bottom or the top of the Big East.—Tommy Cody ’13
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Hash Brownies
on Ash
Wednesday?
by Max Widmer ’12
Commentary Staff
campus

So, uh, did you know that Slavin served “hash brownies” on Ash Wednesday?
‘Cause I sure as hell didn’t. A buddy told me about it over the weekend and I
didn’t believe him. When he backed it up with a picture of the menu, I almost
spit out my apple juice. I mean, good God, Sodexo! Easy does it! I thought I was
being a little pushy by putting an exclamation point at the end of “Serve grilled
pizza everyday!” when I boldly utilized the comment box. What’d some kid
write in for this one—“sprinkle desserts with weed to kick off Lent?” I know we
have to go meatless a couple of times over the next 40 days, but cannabis infused
brownies are not even close to being an adequate substitute (neither is the
tofu, FYI). And hey, I understand Lent limits the menu big time. I understand
that you guys get knocked around a little trying to sell the “Garden Burger
Quesadilla.” I understand that employing a little shock value might spike some
interest. But let’s all take a deep breath before resorting to contraband as an
ingredient during the holiest time of the year. Plus, if the options are really that
bad, students can always give the mushrooms a shot. I hear they’re great.

CORRV a l u e s
The Choices We Make Define Our Lives
by Emily Corr ’13
Commentary Staff
campus
Our lives are defined by the
choices we make. Sometimes these
choices are forced upon us and serve
as a great source of stress. But in an
incredibly benevolent arrangement of
things, most of the choices we make
in our lives are small, simple, day-today ones that really don’t seem too
significant in the grand scheme of
things. They’re just small, tiny steps
on the road to happiness—should
I do “Take Three” today or splurge
and go for the chicken parm instead?
These decisions are ordered to our
happiness—our decision hinges on
whether or not it will make us happy.

“

candy every time we were craving
it or skipped class every time we
were tired, not only would we not
find satisfaction in these things
any longer, but they would have a
negative impact on our well-being.
Our health would deteriorate and
our grades would falter.
And that’s where it begins to
affect others. As our happiness and
satisfaction with life deteriorates,
so do our relationships with others.
The stress of trying to catch up with
classes would alienate us from those
we love and fuel a frustrated temper
on our behalf. Always satisfying
our desires could lead to us using
each other as objects rather than as
humans. If happiness is your end,
you’ll do anything you possibly can
to get there. Regard for others will
disappear. Personal satisfaction will
rise to the forefront.

HOW DO WE AVOID MAKING A
MISTAKE, AVOID HURTING OTHERS?

It’s really no one else’s business if
you’re running low on Slavin Cash—I
want a chicken parm sandwich, so I’ll
get a chicken parm sandwich.
Well, here’s the thing: What if I
told you that all of the decisions we
make not only impact us in a certain
way, but everyone around us as well?
Okay, so maybe ordering a chicken
parm won’t impact anyone else’s life
too greatly, but it could change your
own. That’s the tricky thing about
decisions. They’re so small, their
impact seems so insignificant. There
can’t be any wrong in satisfying
yourself, right? Not at all. But if
every single choice you make is
ordered to your happiness and your
satisfaction, then you’ll be heading
down a dangerous path in regard
to your own well-being. If we ate

”

So, how do we choose? How do
we avoid making a mistake, avoid
hurting others? We order our choices
to the truth rather than to happiness.
When we encounter any decision we
make, no matter how big or small,
we need to ask ourselves about how
this action will affect us in the long
term. Even something as simple
as deciding between Take Three
and a chicken parm, ask yourself
which will be more beneficial in the
long term—saving your cash for
a nice lunch later in the semester,
or satisfying that need now. The
answers are different for everyone,
because we’re all at different places
in our lives. Just remember, it’s easier
to make the decision that will make
you happy in the short term, but
sooner doesn’t always equal better.
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by Beatriz Forster ’14
Commentary Staff
society
Lady Gaga said, “I don’t want to
sound presumptuous, but I’ve made it
my goal to revolutionize pop music.”
Has she ever. Most impressive to me is
the cult that has formed and continues
to grow impressively around the
person of Stefani Germanotta, a.k.a.
Lady Gaga. Obama had idealism—
and eloquence with a teleprompter—
but I’m still working on what makes
people go “gaga” for Stefani. It’s true
that she is an adept singer, but there are
many similarly talented individuals
who don’t stand a chance of popularity
anywhere near the fame that she
enjoys. Listen, I agree that compared to
the rap that plays at most dances, Lady
Gaga’s music is upbeat and easy to
dance to, but the problem for me starts
when I can’t get her oh-so-catchy songs
out of my head.
I find them popping into my head
at the most unwelcome times. What’s
worse is when I finally begin to put
two and two together and string
together the loose words that I hear
from her songs when at a dance or
at Ray. Take the song “Government
Hooker” for instance. Gaga assures us
at the beginning of the song “I can be
anything. I’ll be your everything. Just
touch me baby (I don’t wanna be sad).
As long as I’m your hooker...” Hang
on. WHAT? The first thought that
occurs to me is that Lady Gaga must be
one seriously insecure dame to think so
little of herself as to insist on being a
“hooker.” But she says that she’s not.
Instead, Gaga claims to be a feminist and
to be “sexually empowering women”
through her music. Unfortunately,
some women feel differently, but I
think that I can speak for those of us
who truly value our femininity when
I declare that being a prostitute is
not empowering; it’s degrading and
downright nauseating.
Listening to music for the beauty
and originality of the sounds it creates
is great, but you can only take that so
far before letting the song take control
of you. Gaga agrees that her songs,
costumes (or lack thereof), and image
get a lot of attention. She says, “Being
provocative is not just about getting

people’s attention. It’s about saying
something that really affects people in
a real way, in a positive way.” I think
that my favorite example of Gaga’s
mantra is her song “Judas.” I’m afraid
that she just keeps digging herself into
a hole—a path which we should not
by any means be following. While in
“Government Hooker” Lady Gaga
chose to degrade herself and other
“feminists” into prostitutes, her choice
did not necessarily offend a large
constituency. However, in “Judas,”
Gaga obviously offends not only
Christians, but as far as I’m concerned,
most other sane people, too.
“I’m in love with Judas,” she tells
us repeatedly. Judas betrayed Christ
by handing over the Son of Man to his
enemies for 30 pieces of silver. Religion
aside, the name of Judas abides in
notoriety even in secular circles. I
get that Lady Gaga is human and is
struggling with malice and sin just
like me, but her next line really doesn’t
help: “In the most Biblical sense, I am
beyond repentance.” Why the heck
should I idolize “Lady” Gaga? She
promotes promiscuity, prostitution,
and materialism, and she can’t even
apologize when she makes a mistake.
Can anyone really take her side on this
one? I’m sorry she feels this way, but
I’m afraid that my pity doesn’t extend
so far as to indulge in her lewd and
insulting music.
According to Daily News, during her
Monster Ball Tour in England, Gaga
“wore a revealing leather corset and
was ‘attacked’ by a performer dressed
in black who gnawed on her throat,
causing ‘blood’ to spurt down her
chest,” which killed her. Many fans
were unhappy for obvious reasons.
Groups like Mothers Against Violence
protested against Gaga’s show.
However, Lady Gaga asserts: “I am a
real family girl. When it comes to love
and loyalty, I am very old-fashioned.”
No, Lady Gaga, you’re wrong.
What Lady Gaga says about our
culture isn’t pretty or praiseworthy,
nor is it fit to be shown on television
in the family room. What the cult of
Lady Gaga says about the state of
our culture is horrifying. If she really
wants to “revolutionize” pop music,
may I suggest not capitalizing on the
mistakes of her predecessors? Instead,
Lady Gaga should be provocative in
a way that will make people love her
song lyrics and stop her attacks on
family, values, and culture.

Who

Writes This
STUFF?

(Beatriz Forster ’14)
Majors:
Political Science and History
Minor:
Philosophy
Hometown:
Bethesda, MD
Where to Find Her:
Center for Catholic and Dominican Studies
Fun Fact:
Lived in four countries and moved eight times
Favorite Music:
U2
Annoys Her Most:
Lady Gaga and Katy Perry

Most Passionate About:
Grace and joy
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Biden’s Address to R.I. Colleges
The Vice President Advocates to End Dating and Sexual Violence

by Vice President Joseph Biden
Special Contribution
politics
More than 20 years ago, I read a
study of junior high school students
in Rhode Island that included one
finding I’ve never been able to get out
of my head. Students were asked if a
man who spent money on a woman
during a date was entitled to force her
into sexual activity. An astounding 25
percent of the young boys said yes—
and even more astounding, 17 percent
of the junior high school girls agreed.
You may think that sounds like a
long time ago—and it was. But, sadly,
dating violence remains a very real
problem in our country—especially on
college campuses.
Today, while in college, nearly
one in five women will be a victim of
sexual assault and one in 10 teens will
be hurt on purpose by someone they
are dating. These aren’t just statistics,
these are people you know: your
roommates, your friends, your sisters,
your classmates. This is a problem we
all have to face.
My dad used to say that there’s no
worse sin than the abuse of power.
Whether it is raising a hand to someone
weaker, or using any advantage to
push people around, he taught me

that if you see abuse, you have an
obligation to attempt to stop it. It’s a
lesson to remember every day, but
especially during February, which is
Teen Dating Violence Awareness and
Prevention Month.
Awareness is the first step to pushing
back against a problem this big. When
I held Senate hearings on violence
against women more than two decades
ago, domestic abuse in American
society was rarely spoken about in
public. I’ll never forget the stories
of abuse I heard in over a thousand

“

their responsibilities under Title IX
to prevent sexual assault. Under the
federal civil rights law, schools have
an obligation not only to respond
appropriately when an assault occurs,
but also to create a climate on campus
that makes such violence unacceptable.
I also started an initiative called
“1is2many” to help reduce dating
violence and sexual assault among
teens and young adults. We harnessed
the power of technology to get our
message out, launching a national
contest to develop “Apps Against

ATTITUDES CAN CHANGE.
VIOLENCE CAN END.

hours of hearings. The brutality of
family members, acquaintances, and
strangers against the women in their
lives was absolutely devastating.
It was those hearings that led to
the Violence Against Women Act,
and since then annual incidents of
domestic violence have dropped by
more than 50 percent. But for women
in college and younger today, the risk
is still much too high.
That’s why I joined with Secretary
of Education Arne Duncan last April
to announce historic new guidelines
for colleges and universities about

by Fr. James Cuddy, O.P.

There are some nights when everything comes together. Sure, the
struggles of everyday life can weigh heavily upon us and the unexpected
intrusion can ruin our otherwise perfect plans. But every now and then,
everything just clicks. For me, tonight was one of those nights.
I just finished watching a number of fantastic musical acts perform at
McPhail’s. They were all gathered together for the Rock Against Hunger
event sponsored by—wait for the shameless plug—Campus Ministry’s
Stop Hunger group. For several hours, individuals and groups played
short sets to raise money for a great cause and raise awareness of
hunger-related issues in the local community.
Any attempt of mine to describe the evening will inevitably fall
short, so great was the night. It started with Rich Lumley, one of our
campus ministers, playing Fleetwood Mac’s “Landslide” and claiming
to be the song’s author (I’m pretty sure that he was lying). It continued
with performances on all manners of instruments. There were acoustic
and electric guitars, harps and violins, harmonicas and ukuleles. The
Footprints Gospel Choir added its considerable talent to the evening
with several a cappella numbers. With every group, the audience was
treated to a different style of music. It was absolutely amazing.
To add to the remarkable music, there was a tremendous joy and
mutual support that was shared among the artists. They all stayed
to listen to one another and cheer loudly and appreciatively at the
conclusion of each song. At first glance, this seemed to be a Battle of the
Bands with the winner taking home a prize. But it soon became clear
that the musicians cared little for victory; it was all about supporting
and celebrating those on the stage at the time.
What does any of this have to do with faith? My evening at McPhail’s
tonight was a reminder of what the Church is supposed to look like.
There are people from all walks of life, each one unique and unrepeatable.
The gifts that the individuals possess are all different. And yet there
is profound unity among the Church’s members. Through the Holy
Spirit, members of Christ’s Body become intimately united with him
and with one another. And that unity leads to and stimulates charity
among believers. Her members rejoice with one another and because of
one another.
Does the Church have its issues? Of course it does. Any time fallen
men and women get together, there are going to be elements of
pettiness and division. The Church is always in need of purification.
But tonight, I was reminded of the unity and joy that the Body of
Christ can bring to those who seek it. McPhail’s was filled with the
sounds of music, laughter, and fraternity. And for a few hours, all was
right with the world.

”

Abuse.” The two winning apps—
which will be available later this
spring—will let you get in touch with
your friends quickly and safely so you
can call for help if you need it and
stop violence in its tracks. We’ve also
made sure the National Dating Abuse
Helpline can be reached by text, online,
or phone 24/7.
Last month, the FBI changed
the way the federal government
defines rape. The narrow, outdated
definition—unchanged since 1929—
said the assault had to be forcible and
against a woman’s will to be classified

as rape. It’s just not true, and it’s a
point that I make on college campuses
all across the country. Rape is rape and
no means no. No means no whether
drunk or sober. No means no whether
in the dorm room or on the street. There
is never an excuse. Young women
and men alike need to understand
this. Under the new definition, rape
occurs when there is no consent, and
it also includes sexual assault against
boys and young men in national law
enforcement reporting.
These are important changes, but
ending dating violence and sexual
assault isn’t just a matter of laws
and legislation. It’s about education.
It’s about attitudes. It’s about your
participation. I need your help to
address this issue in your dorms and
on your campuses. Studies show that
men’s ideas about what other men think
is one of the strongest determinants
of how they act. So guys, you need to
speak out.
The ultimate measure of a civilized
society is how its laws and culture
treat the abuse of women. Attitudes
can change. Violence can end. But
it can’t happen without universal
understanding that dating violence and
sexual assault will never be tolerated
anywhere, at any time, for any reason.
Period. That’s all of our responsibility.

Republican Candidates:
The Party’s Caricatures
by Ewen Finser ’12
Commentary Staff

politics
Almost two months after the
Iowa caucuses, the Republican field
is far from settled. In an election
year once thought to be perfect for
Republicans, the Grand Old Party
has managed to winnow its field
down to not one, but three equally
uninspiring candidates. While Ron
Paul is still in the race, his chances
of winning are slim barring some
miracle giving him an honorable
mention as the fourth runner up.

“

wing conspiracy. Of course, who
can forget the obligatory “moderate
Republican” caricature in Mitt
Romney? Mixing inoffensive, notin-your-face conservatism with
the classic electability argument,
Romney plays the part of the
compromised consensus candidate
who—try as he might—cannot
form a consensus around his
own candidacy. These creatures,
also know as “Country Club
Republicans,” used to be called
“Rockefeller Republicans” after
the dogmatically moderate former
Governor
Nelson
Rockefeller.
Finally, there is the fanatic
gringe Libertarian filled with the
conviction and certainly a bornagain preacher.
Filling out the

STILL, I AM AWARE OF THE WINDS OF
CHANGE IN THE PASSAGE OF HISTORY.

In their own special ways, each
of the Republican candidates
represents
caricatures
of
the
Republican Party itself. First
there is Newt Gingrich. He is the
former prince wunderkind of the
party, once incredibly popular but
now deeply flawed by personal
scandal and desperately seeking
redemption. Throughout its history,
the GOP has been full of once bright
stars, tarnished by scandal and the
corrupting forces of Washington.
Then, there is Rick Santorum, the
straitlaced social conservative with
a neoconservative axe to grind.
His politics are so last decade, but
his dwindling constituency is still
significant enough to propel him
to relevance in a closed Republican
primary. Santorum plays the part
of the rigid neoconservative with
folksy appeal masking a vast right-

”

spectrum of Republican caricatures,
Paul is as vociferous in his adherence
to principle as Romney is to the
electability argument. As with many
Libertarians, winning is subservient
to warning the party of impending
doom. Together, all four candidates
represent the four faces of the
Republican Party. Meanwhile, the
search for that perfect Republican
amalgamation continues in vain.
Sorry, exhuming Ronald Reagan is
not an option.
With the pivotal Super Tuesday
primaries occurring on March 6 and
10, states set to vote, it is unclear
at this point if anything is going to
change in the race. Each candidate
has states he will fare better in,
while no one candidate is the
dominant favorite. Unfortunately,
Super Tuesday may well turn into a
super snooze day.

IN MY
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HUMBLE

Opinion...
by Jenn DiPirro ’12
Commentary Editor

...Tuesday is a Great
Day of the Week

In my humble opinion, Tuesday is a great day of the week. PC’s
academic calendar doesn’t seem to think so. In fact, on weeks with
a long weekend, Tuesday follows a Monday class schedule. Why
is Monday superior to Tuesday? Aren’t all the days of the week
created equal? I understand that Monday classes need to make
up for lost time, but what about Tuesday classes? Who decided
that Tuesdays should get totally hosed? It’s not like we will be
making up the time that got taken away from Tuesday classes.
Does Jesus have something against Tuesdays? What did the Lord
do on the third day? Someone has something against Tuesdays!
It just so happens that my Monday schedule (and I’m sure a lot
of you can relate) is my worst day of the week. It’s the only day
I have three classes. Monday is terrible for many reasons. The
first is that if you have a twice-or-thrice a week class, it will most
certainly meet on Mondays. PC loves Monday/Thursday classes
and Monday/Wednesday/Friday classes. To the one person out
there who doesn’t have class on Mondays, you suck. Oh, and did
I mention that Monday is also the end of the weekend? I happen
to like Tuesdays because there is nothing spectacular about them.
They are not the first day of the week, they are not the middle
of the week, they do not inspire the excitement of Thursday, and
they are certainly not as longed for as Friday. In fact, I would be
willing to argue that Tuesday is no worse than Wednesday, and
much better than Monday.
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Letters to the Editor

Sodexo Workers Thank Matook ’12
February 14th is a day where all hearts flutter, including mine and Terry’s
at Raymond Hall. During the day, Zach Matook came in with his trumpet and
asked if he could play us a song. Of course, the answer was yes. The distraction
for a few minutes from our busy schedule was a joy, and so was listening to his
wonderful song. Even though Valentine’s Day has come and gone, we want to
say thank you from the bottom of our hearts to Zach. Our hearts will flutter for a
long time, as we remember for a few minutes what a great guy Zach is.
										
—Dot and Terry

PC Alum Reacts to “Smoking Ban”

Since I am still walking on top of the ground, having smoked cigarettes, cigars
(favorite along with Italian cigars), and a pipe for 76 years, I definitely agree with
news staff writer Matthew Daniels ’15 in “Congress Debates Smoke-Free PC” in
the last Cowl. Daniels wrote in conclusion: “There needs to be some compromise
to students, for cigarette remains threaten Providence College’s appearance, but
banning smoking altogether is unfair to smokers.”
Smoking is a tradition on the PC campus. O.P. fathers in the past smoked
were students at PC. This included Frs. Cunningham, Lennon, and Heath, who
smoked a pipe. Look at Heath’s rock to the right of the graveyard. Yours truly
observed them over the years.
Providence College is never going to be smoke-free as long as a gigantic
smoke-stack exists on campus. Have any of the 53.8 percent who were in
favor of the ban ever criticized the enormous smokecloud from Water Fire in
downtown Providence? Next time you go to see Water Fire, look at the small
children twist their faces at the smoke. I often wonder why the Rhode Island
Department of Children, Youth, and Families (DCYF), has not intervened on
behalf of the children.
The local chapters of Rhode Island’s Cancer, Heart, and Lung associations
allow Water Fire to exist. Providence College mentions seeing Water Fire from
time to time on posters. When we were kids during the 1930s, we used to scrape
10 cents together and buy a package of “Wings” cigarettes. We smoked them in
Harkins Hall and on the grounds at Hendricken Field. Sometimes, we would
smoke corn husks from Whitman’s farm across the street from the main entrance
gate. We continued to smoke when we entered military service during WWII. In
some combat areas, we were issued tobacco products by the U.S. Government.
Cigarettes in Rhode Island are over eight dollars per pack and rising. This
excessive tax helps to maintain the bridges and roads in the Ocean State that
the 53.8 percent use almost every day. Think about it. I smoke in front of Slavin
Center several days per week. If smoking on campus becomes prohibited, then
I will smoke elsewhere.
Thank you for reading my letter. Now, I am going to light up a delicious
Garcia Vega cigar. I enjoy smoking.
			

—Russell P. Demoe ’73 and ‘82G

&

Tiffany E ar l
Making PC an emotionally
stable place one letter at a time

Dear Admirer,
You are losing the reins on this boy,
and it’s probably because you hinted
at your feelings way too soon. If he
is the all-too-common PC bro, then
mentioning any of the following
remarks would make him turn and
run faster than a Civ exam: It’s so great
that you like to read (variation: dance, surf, crochet,
etc.)—my ex-boyfriend HATED that. We should
go see The Vow (variation: insert other sentimental,
romantic movie here). Virtually any activity that has
to be planned two weeks in advance is like asking
when you’re going to meet good ol’ mom and pop.
Right now, you are probably thinking to yourself:
CRAP, she’s RIGHT. Why did I mention that we
should try skydiving in the French Alps over Spring
Break?! But don’t fear—all is not lost. You might still
have a date to Commencement if you follow Tiffany’s
Dating Tip #349: BOOBS: Be remOved frOm BoyS.
Do NOT throw yourself at him whenever he
decides to come around again. We’ve all seen what
happens when men have the upper hand—I’m not
going to go into detail. Just picture the Civil War
(or any war, really), the Holocaust (or any tragedy
throughout history), global warming…I think
my point is clear. Take some advice from my girl,
Beyoncé, and make him feel like he shoulda put a
ring on it. Hide your obsessive girly angst from your
potential suitor until he actually asks you out.
Don’t be afraid to wear the pants,

This Week:

More than Friends...
Tiffany and Earl,
My friends introduced me to this guy who I’ve
really started to like. Last week, we hung out every
night of the week. This week, I’ve hardly heard from
him. I’m unsure if he knows that I’m interested in
being more than friends. What is the best way to turn
our great friendship into something more?
Gratefully yours,
Secret Senior Admirer

Dear Senior,
You need to turn hangout night
into hookup night. I’m going to
assume you are basically a coward,
because you have been hanging
out for a week without mentioning
your feelings. I’m also going to
assume you are like 500 pounds of
muscle, because I think it’s funny.
Sit down on the couch (carefully), beckon him
over, and tap your lap with one of your meaty
palms. When he hops onto your knee like a child
on Santa, lean down and tickle his ear with your
beard. Then, give him a tentative peck. If he
squeals and runs away, you need to lumber after
him before he can escape. Pin him to the ground
and take your pleasure.
Otherwise, you are good to go. Secure his
body in place by wrapping your beefy arms
about his waist and/or torso. Do a few clean
jerks to warm up, then carry him to your
bed and begin a mating dance. When he
reciprocates, bellow to notify your roomies
of your conquest and need for privacy, and
complete the ritual. After you have satisfied
your urges, engulf him with your comforting
bulk and coo gently until he falls asleep.
Protip: Shave your armpits and chest before
the clothes come off. Best of luck, comrade.
Appreciatively yours,

Roving

Photography
What are your thoughts
about the snow?

“I hope we have a snow day!”
Erin Rocha ’14

“It’s a little late to the party.”
Elizabeth Jennes ’14, Emily Luongo ’14

“It’s snow-kay.”
Vanessa Fiasconaro ’12, Catherine O’Connell ’12

“Getting slizzard in the blizzard!”
Jackie Buckridge ’14, Claire Scahill ’13, Hannah
Wallis ’12, Hannah Garrity ’14, Teresa Lynch ’13

“We want to make yellow snow!”
Matt Bemis ’13, TJ Hiler ’13

“We’re going to make snow angels on
the quad with our friends!”
Kelly Leap ’14, Julie Cavicchia ’14

“I can’t find
my friends.”
			

— Squirrel
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Billy Nawrocki ’12 &
Saadia Ahmad ’14
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TOP RIGHT:
On February 23, art historian and museum curator David Little,
who also inspired the “Sport: Art” exhibit, gave a lecture entitled
“The Sports Show,” in which he explained how photography has
transformed sports from a leisure activity into an art depicting the
nature of sports, athletes, cultural standings, and fan participation.
TOP LEFT:
On Wednesday, Feb. 19, Campus Ministry sponsored an event, “Rock
Against Hunger,” in McPhail’s. The Amblers were the winning band,
taking home a $50 Visa gift card. They will open for another band in
McPhail’s in the near future!
LEFT:
March began with a flurry of snow and sleet, blanketing the campus
with soft layers of frost.

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL

BOTTOM LEFT:
For the eighth year since being banned from the PC campus, a group of
students put together two presentations of the “Vagina Monologues,”
touching upon issues such as female empowerment and individuality.
The show promotes a global movement called “V-Day,” which works to
end violence against women.

iWizard

by Bridget Reed ’12

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL

Apple joins the 500 billion club, even before the new iPad
is released.
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The Oscars Look to Billy Crystal
and the Glory Days

by Jorge Lucas ’12
A&E Staff
The top prizes at Sunday’s Oscar ceremony
were claimed by French dark horse The Artist,
including Best Picture, Best Director for Michel
Hazanavicius, and Best Actor for Jean Dujardin.
Most of the technical awards, like Visual Effects and
Sound, Cinematography, and Art Direction went to the
night’s other favorite, Martin Scorsese’s Hugo.
While the Best Actress gong sounded predictably for
Meryl Streep, the Supporting Role categories were more
surprising. Octavia Spencer gave a heartfelt and teary acceptance
speech when she received the Oscar for her first major film role
in The Help. At 82, Christopher Plummer became the oldest actor to
receive an Academy Award when he won for playing a cancer-stricken,
homosexual father in Beginners.
Rango was a more-than-worthy alternative for Best Animated Feature
after The Adventures of Tintin got snubbed (I’ll never get over that injustice),
while The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo won only one award for Film Editing.
Two popular Best Picture nominees were assuaged with writing awards: The
Descendants (Adapted Screenplay) and Midnight in Paris (Original Screenplay).
Though we may never know what Eddie Murphy’s vision of the Oscars looked like,
the Academy could have done a lot worse than asking Billy Crystal to rescue the award
show after Murphy stepped down as host. Although the Academy has gotten a lot of flak
for being dominated by old, white men with conservative views, somehow Billy Crystal
managed to come in as an old, white host and still feel fresh and edgy.
Of course, Crystal has done this eight other times with great success, so he stuck to what
works. The opening short film was as inspired as always, with Crystal inserting himself in the year’s
biggest films in imaginative and hilarious ways. And although his requisite showtune number about
the nominees felt a little forced, Crystal’s strength, as usual, shone through in his direct, biting humor.
After Academy President Tom Sherak’s speech, Crystal deadpanned sarcastically, “Thanks, Tom, for
whipping the crowd into a frenzy.” In possibly his best bit, Crystal tried to read the minds of certain celebrities
in the audience. For Brad Pitt, he said, “This better not go too late; I have six parent-teacher conferences in the
morning.” When the camera focused on Nick Nolte, Crystal growled unintelligibly.
In a relatively lackluster year in American film, it seemed appropriate that the Oscars should be stormed by
two films recalling Hollywood’s glory days, The Artist and Hugo. Perhaps in an attempt to increase movie theater
attendance, the ceremony’s theme was retrospective on old Hollywood and cinema-going; Cirque du Soleil performed
an act about the film-watching experience, and actors talked about the first films they ever saw in confession-booth-style
interviews. The former brought time-filling spectacle, and the latter tried to bring humanity to the industry, but came off a
little affected.
Though the show still came in at just under four hours, it seemed a greater effort was made to expedite the process without
losing the fun. Billy Crystal helped to lighten up a year of dark, personal films with familiar gags, but hopefully next year’s host
can bring something truly original. The offer still stands, Eddie!
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A Dangerous Method Probes the Depths
by Marisa Urgo ’14
A&E Staff
There is rarely a film that compels
me to actually go to the movies,
but as soon as I saw the trailer for
A Dangerous Method, I knew I had
to see it. David Cronenberg’s new
film explores the psychological
world in the early 1900s, focusing
on
a
forbidden
relationship
between psychologist Carl Jung
and patient Sabrina Spielrein. Jung
(Michael Fasserbender) is treating
Spielrein (Keira Knightley) for a
distressed condition, perhaps a
nervous breakdown. He attempts to
experiment with Sigmund Freud’s
(Viggo Mortensen) idea of “the
talking cure.” This idea is known as
psychopathology, or therapy as we
look at it today. Although psychology
has changed since Freud’s initial
introduction, it is essentially the idea
of patients using conversation as a
catharsis and healing themselves by
working out their issues verbally.
Although we are now used to this
idea, in 1900, it was considered
radical. Before Freud, hysteria was
treated with hypnosis or even electric
shock therapy.
A Dangerous Method impressed me
not only with its plot, but also with
its applause-worthy performances.
Fassbender, as Jung, gave a real sense
of being torn during his illicit affair
with his patient, and the guilt was
readable on his face whenever he
would speak to his wife. Mortensen,
as Freud, was also great, although
I do wish Freud had been featured
in more of the story. I’ve always
been fascinated with Freud and his
unique relationship with Jung, in
which they never saw eye to eye. It’s

interesting to see them play out, and
one of the most memorable parts of
the movies is when Freud and Jung
realize they have been conversing
for 13 hours.
Vincent Cassel’s performance
was one of the highlights of the film.
It goes to show that the size of the
role isn’t as important as what you
do with the role. He had few lines
but was funny and a vital catalyst in
sparking the relationship between
Jung and his patient.
Keira
Knightley
gave
an
impressive performance as the
mentally unstable Sabrina Spielrein.
It’s interesting to watch a woman
‘s transition from battling a severe
mental disorder to becoming a
therapist herself. However, ater
Knightley stops seeing Jung for
treatment, I became curious because
it seemed as if she was still on the
verge of a breakdown for the rest of
the movie. I’m still unsure if this is a
result of Keira’s acting, or if it was a
part of the allure. Either way, I highly
recommend A Dangerous Method
because it’s a unique film with an
interesting, unconventional plot. As
a Psych major who is shamelessly
in love with Sigmund Freud, I
appreciated the psychological topic
and debates. Yet, someone who isn’t
into psychology can still find the
movie interesting because of the
complex relationship between Jung
and Spielrein.

COURTESY OF FILMORIA.CO.UK

Right: Sigmund Freud
(Viggo Mortensen) and Carl
Jung (Michael Fassbender).

EDITOR VS. EDITOR
This Week: Favorite Pet

Tim
Morris
Favorite Pet: Cats

SarahFavorite
O’Brien
Pet: Dogs
Her Thoughts: Right now, I’m sitting with my younger sister as
she watches 101 Dalmatians, and I am petting my dog, Kody. This is
coincidence at its best. When I walked through the door to surprise
my family 15 minutes ago, my dog was the first to reach me, jumping
up and giving me his trademark Kody kisses. I like cats. They sit and
they purr and…well, that’s about it. Have you ever had a cat greet
you when you returned home? Do cats ever want to play? Can you
teach cats to give you high-fives? Will a cat go with you on your run?
Maybe, but I have never heard of a feline doing any such thing. Man’s
best friend loves you unconditionally, especially if you give it walks
and food. Dogs can also sense your feelings and will comfort you if
they think you’re upset. Cats are independent, meaning that as long
as Garfield gets his lasagna, he doesn’t give two meows about you.
Imagine yourself in the dog days of summer, lounging in the sun
with your pup…that’s doggone perfection.

His Thoughts: Cats are more independent than dogs. Is
that a bad thing? I would say not. The last time I checked,
America holds the spirit of independence in high regard. While
I don’t know what point I’m trying to make, I am definitely
not trying to say that dogs are un-American. Moving on. A cat
can symbolize a sultry sort of femininity, too. Examples are
everywhere in pop culture. The Pussycat Dolls were the 80th
most successful musical act of the 2000s (according to Billboard).
Impressive, right? Eh…but singles like “Beep” and “When I
Grow Up” were Catnip for clubgoers. Think about Catwoman.
Anne Hathaway will soon be donning black, skintight leather
to play the role in The Dark Knight Rises. I get nauseous thinking
about what Dogwoman would look like. Try to take that and
make it sexy.
His View of Sarah: For once, I have nothing which I could
use to refute you, Sarah. While I am almost embarrassed to
admit it, I am the owner of one cockapoo. His name, Rocky,
was given to him for two reasons: (1) my family spent some
time living near the Rocky Mountains in Colorado, and (2),
being Philadelphians, we are fans of the 1976 film Rocky. To
some extent, his name also describes my relationship with him.
Like most dogs, he was cute as a puppy, but growing up, he
began chewing on the legs of furniture. He was banished to
the laundry room and has been kept there ever since. I’m not
ashamed to say that my dog is stupid. He only ever managed
to learn “shake.” I guess AP Sitting and AP Rolling Over were
courses that Rocky failed. Still, I love my dog. Strangely enough,
he knows when I’m coming home from school—as evidenced
by frantic jumping and barking.

COURTESY OF HOUSEPETSCENTRAL.COM

Her View of Tim: Tim may be a crazy cat lady in the making. Don’t
worry, Tim, my uncle is in the same boat (or I guess not, since cats are
afraid of water…). My roommate Madden is also one of the biggest
fans of cats I have ever met (Shout-out to Tippy!), with pictures of cats
covering the walls of our room and a cat quilt covering her bed. The
problem with cats is just this: They aren’t dogs. They are everything
you want a pet to be: soft, furry, an animal to keep you company…
except they are not fun. The words “cat” and “playful” are almost
never heard in the same sentence. There is no clear indication when
a cat is excited, and they don’t show nearly as much affection as dogs
do. You may consider yourself a catperson, but you are barking up
the wrong tree (which the cat is stuck in). Adopt a dog and you’ll
have a friend for life—you won’t have to put a litter box in your
kitchen, either.
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Gotye: Somebody That We Should All Know
by Alexandra Tilden ’15
A&E Staff
Belgian-born Australian Wouter
De Backer recently found himself
thrust into international stardom
when his one-man band Gotye
produced the album Making Mirrors,
which contains the unsuspecting
gem “Somebody That I Used to
Know.” This distinctively quirky and
terribly catchy break-up song has
proved appealing to an extremely
broad range of listeners, regardless
of their customary musical tastes
and preferences. It’s even a regular
on the Concannon Fitness Center
soundtrack, a playlist that usually
features only the most popular
mainstream
songs.
Admittedly,
Gotye may be a new discovery for
me, but I’m more than happy to
cheerfully and wholeheartedly jump
on the bandwagon.
What’s admirable about Gotye is
the way in which his newfound global
celebrity seems almost as if it were a
happy coincidence. Of the extreme
popularity of his song, De Backer
muses, “It hasn’t been by any kind of
conscious construction to try and fit
the current mold of pop music…It’s
taken me by surprise.”
This staying true to character is
apparent throughout Making Mirrors.
Artistic liberty was clearly in full
swing; to put it lightly, the album can
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be described as “varied.” There are
animated and upbeat tracks like “I
Feel Better,” similar to the buoyancy
of bands like MIKA, and then there
is “State of the Art,” a song with an
electro vibe and unrecognizably
dubbed vocals. In fact, the album
as a whole seems to be an organic
stream of De Backer’s consciousness,
an
understandablee
outcome
considering his admitted inspiration:
an introspective reflection on past
memories and emotions.
The fame of “Somebody”’ is, in no

TASTE

small part, due to its music video,
which has racked up over 62 million
views to date. The decision to feature
New Zealand native singer/songwriter
Kimbra was probably De Backer’s
most intuitive move, as her short
yet intensely significant verse adds
key dimension to the song, while
her passionately earnest profile in
the video is both the climax and the
highlight. De Backer himself accurately
describes her participation as adding
exactly the right amount of “angst and
multiplicity.”

OF
THE

Often, sorting through the plethora
of pop music nowadays to find a
distinctive and inimitable song can
prove tricky. Gotye has inadvertently
eased our search; “Somebody” sticks
out like a sore thumb—but a sore
thumb that you eventually realize
is really, effortlessly cool. “Maybe
people are looking for a breath of
fresh air,” he says humbly; as it turns
out, a lot of us were.

TOWN
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by Catherine Northington ’12
Associate Editor-in-Chief

Andrea’s Greek-American Cuisine
268 Thayer Street
Providence is no hotbed of Greek
culture, but if you’re jonesing
for feta, Thayer Street should be
your first stop. Located just doors
down from the deliciously casual
Mediterranean eatery East Side
Pockets is a slightly more upscale
dining option: Andrea’s.
Andrea’s is located in the heart
of the action on Thayer Street.
Although we went to dinner on a
Monday evening, the street sizzled
with life. We were seated quickly
upon entering, surrounded by a
vivacious but subdued collection
of diners and servers. Greek words
hung in the air as native Grecian
hosts and hostesses walked by with
trays of tantalizing, traditional eats.
Once seated, I immediately
groped for the table-tent ad: It
offered a $10 deal that got you a
750-ml bottle of Stella Artois along
with two Stella chalices that you
got to keep. Free chalices are a
close third to T-shirts and koozies
on my list of favorite free things.
Calling it a chalice made the night

feel more sophisticated than it
probably was.
The staff was friendly and
extremely efficient, and our waiter
promptly strolled up to take our
orders for food. Surrounded by
pictures of Greece and the azure
Mediterranean that heightened our
desires to quit school and become
Grecian
vagabonds,
we
were
inspired to order from the Greek
specialties listed on the menu.
For our appetizer, we selected
the spanakopita (though I feel
compelled to point out that the
menu’s
incorrect
spelling
of
“spanikopita” [sic] detracted from
the aura of authenticity). Minutes
later, the thick, steaming slice of
phyllo-wrapped feta and spinach
reached our table and we dug in. It
was a satiating piece—easily worth
the bang for its seven bucks.
Before we could possibly finish
this undertaking, our next course
was presented. For me, it was the
avgolemono soup, a traditional
Greek offering prepared with fresh
chicken stock thickened with egg
and flavored with fresh lemon. My
companion was served a personal
Greek salad with fresh greens, tomatoes,
cucumbers, onions, olives, and feta
cheese in a house-made dressing.
We again failed to finish these
massive portions before being
greeted with our entrées. For me, it
was the pastitsio ($14.99, including
the soup starter), alternating layers
of minced beef and Greek ziti topped
with aged Parmesan and cream
sauce. It was every bit as delicious
as it sounds, with a subtle hint of
cinnamon that attributed to its fine,
exotic taste. My companion’s braised

lamb ($15.99, including the starter
salad) consisted of tender lamb
chunks simmered in a traditional,
house-prepared red sauce and a
dash of cinnamon, all served over a
bed of freshly-made rice pilaf.
I made it through approximately
a fifth of my entree before giving up
and resigning myself to several days
of leftovers (though leftovers are
somewhat of a blessing for me, since
the only thing I’ve ever succeeded
at in the kitchen is making Jell-O
shots). We packed up a good deal
of our meals, feeling satisfied—
perhaps oversatisfied—with what
we had stomached.
Of course, it wouldn’t be a trip
to Greece without a shot of ouzo
($8), the traditional anise-flavored
Greek aperitif. As per tradition, we
were served the tall shot glasses of
ouzo along with a bucket of ice and
a small pitcher of water. Because

ouzo is meant to be slowly sipped,
it can be mixed with water or ice to
dilute the intense saccharinity and
high alcohol content (40% a.b.v).
Regardless of how it’s consumed,
ouzo has a way of flushing your cheeks
at first sip—a detail that didn’t escape
the astute Ben Estep ‘12 upon my
arrival home to our Oakland abode.
Andrea’s is a lovely dining
experience for any student with a
taste for Mediterranean food. For
those less exotically inclined, the
menu offers a number of traditional
American dishes as well.
For more information and a
comprehensive menu, visit www.
andreasri.com. While their Web site
designer has by no means mastered
the art of turning off caps lock, the
restaurant staff has certainly perfected
the craft of traditional Greek cuisine.
Grade: A-
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Instant Queue
This Week’s Theme:

Back to Childhood
by Alanna Smith ’14
A&E Staff
In the midst of midterms, it may
be difficult to find time to break away
from studying to do anything other
than eat or nap. It might be healthy,
however, to spend part of an evening
away from the college mindset for
an hour or two. Here are some films
that will transport you away from
campus to a time when life seemed
a lot easier.

Hook, 1991

This film used to be a staple of
many VHS collections. Directed by
Steven Spielberg, and with a starstudded cast, this movie is definitely
worth dusting off and watching again.
The premise is simple: What would
happen if Peter Pan grew up? Robin
Williams stars as Peter Banning, a
married, successful lawyer with two
children with whom he struggles
to connect and keep his promises.
One night, while visiting his wife’s
grandmother
Wendy
(Maggie
Smith) in London, Peter’s children
are kidnapped—and he is suddenly
whisked away to Neverland. While
there, Peter struggles to remember his
past as “the boy who wouldn’t grow
up” while reuniting with friends
like Tinker Bell (Julia Roberts) and
confronting his greatest enemy—
Hook
(Dustin
Hoffman).
The
success of winning back his children
hinges on whether or not Peter can
rediscover the magic of youth that he
forgot many years before.
This is a charming film, and
the messages it encompasses are
important: Live life to the fullest,
cherish family, and most importantly
for college students, don’t try to grow
up too quickly. Hook does have many
goofy moments, and like all movies,
it has its shortcomings, but these are
compensated for by sheer fun and the
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heartfelt efforts of the cast. Hoffman
and Roberts do especially wonderful
jobs of adding layers of complexity to
two very familiar characters.

Labyrinth, 1986

What happens when you mix Jim
Henson, George Lucas, a screenplay
by a member of the Monty Python
team, and all of the glory of ’80s
music? The result will invariably
look like Labyrinth, one of the great
cult classics–and the last film directed
by Jim Henson before his death. The
star of the movie is Sarah (played
by a 14-year-old Jennifer Connelly),
a teenager unsatisfied with her dull
life of fighting with her stepmother
and babysitting her brother Toby.
Inspired by her favorite fantasy book,
Sarah wishes that goblins would
take her brother away–and is very
shocked when they actually do. She is
transported to a bizarre labyrinth by
the King of the Goblins (portrayed by
outrageously dressed David Bowie),
who challenges her to solve the maze
in 13 hours in order to win back her
baby brother.
This film is wacky, weird, and
wonderful. As would be expected
of a Jim Henson film, the puppet
characters vastly outnumber the
human cast—but as should also be
expected of Henson, the puppets
seem just as real. Every corner
that Sarah turns in the labyrinth
reveals yet another strange creature,
imaginative detail…or David Bowie
musical number. The special effects
are impressive for a film that relies
primarily on puppetry and audioanimatronics, and the opening
sequence includes the first photorealistic CGI animal used in a film.
The message of Labyrinth is similar
to that of Hook—while everyone must
grow up, it is important to always
retain a part of childhood.

by Haley Webster ’14
A&E Staff
Movie
50/50
Directed by Jonathan Levine
There’s a 90/10 chance you’ll
adore 50/50.
Joseph GordonLevitt truly picks the best movies
to get involved in—500 Days of
Summer, Inception…he can do no
wrong. He somehow manages to
be an engaging bitter, prickly, and
bald cancer patient who learns he
has a 50/50 chance of surviving
cancer treatment and surgery. He
even manages to not get eclipsed
by an exceptionally boisterous
and slightly grating Seth Rogen,
who plays his vibrant best friend.
The plot gets pretty dark, but
dark in an “introspective, slightly
thoughtful, what am I doing
with my life” kind of way; not in
a “depressed, ran out of tissues,
never leaving the house” way.
50/50 is an inspirational story about
battling cancer (plus an unfaithful
girlfriend and a dysfunctional
family), which will make you realize
how inconsequential our typical PC
hardships really are.
Album
Making Mirrors
Gotye
This Australian singer/songwriter
has gained serious attention for
the hit “Somebody That I Used to
Know,” a creeping ballad of love
lost. However, if you can manage to
stop repeating this track and delve
into the rest of the album, it only
gets better. The overall sound is
wistful and slightly upbeat, but by
no means do any of the tracks exude
pep and positivity. Each track can
be traced back to a specific artist’s
influence like Sting, Depeche Mode,
and even The Beatles. This is the
perfect album to get you out of your
midterm slump.

Book
Rules of Civility
by Amor Towles
Remember that feeling you got
when you read The Great Gatsby
in high school, like you would
have given both kidneys to be a
part of the passionate high society
that Fitzgerald created (Just me?
Awkward.)? Rules of Civility is a
younger, racier version of Gatsby
that aims to reach the current
20-something
hopefuls
who
need to at least pretend that a
sophisticated society does, in fact,
exist. The book revolves around
Kate Kontent, who flocked to New
York due to a promise of culture
and thrill. She receives this when
she runs into an alluring gentleman
who becomes her obsession and
leads her to vie for the acceptance
of the New York elite—no matter
what it takes. Though the novel is
set in 1938, Towles takes a stab at
our societal values of class, money,
and authority in a way that will
leave the reader contemplative
and greatly influenced. A new
generation for Gatsby.
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What is Love? Baby, Don’t Hurt Me...
Should Rihanna Be Working with her Former Abuser?
by Sarah O’Brien ’15
Asst. A&E Editor
A battered face. A broken nose,
bruised cheeks, swollen eyes, a bloody,
split lip—punching, biting, choking, and
threatening. Not to mention the verbal
abuse that led to the physical. “I’m pretty
sure we can always be friends, and I
don’t know about our relationship, but
I just know definitely that we ended as
friends,” said entertainer Chris Brown
back in February 2009, after his arrest for
brutally beating his girlfriend, recording
artist Rihanna. In an interview with Larry
King, Brown equated his situation with
Rihanna to Shakespeare’s classic Romeo
and Juliet. Excuse me, but I don’t recall
any mention of the “star-cross’d lovers”
engaging in domestic violence…correct
me if I’m wrong.
Now, three years later, Brown and
Rihanna have collaborated on two new
songs—Rihanna’s “Birthday Cake,”
featuring Brown, and Brown’s “Turn Up
The Music,” featuring Rihanna. Musical
tastes aside, these songs seem more of
a thinly veiled attempt to let the world
know the pair is back together (at least
mentally, if not physically), than an
attempt to make quality music (okay,
this could just be my bias that repeating
the word ‘cake’ 100 times does not
convey meaning). Perez Hilton dubs this
collaborative marketing move “genius”
and commends the two for making each
other’s songs “a billion times better!”
Brown, who got off easy in 2009
with five years probation, 1,400 hours
of community service, and required
participation in a 52-week domestic
violence-counseling course recently
performed and accepted an award at the
54th Grammy Awards. This was to the
disdain of many fans, such as country
singer Miranda Lambert, who tweeted,
“Chris Brown twice? I don’t get it. He beat
on a girl. . . Not cool that we act like that
didn’t happen.” The phrase “wife beater”
began to trend on the site, while others
tweeted variations of “Chris Brown can

Let’s
Rant
This Week:
“Call Me Maybe”
by Tim Morris ’14
A&E Editor
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beat me anytime,” which is disturbing to
say the least.
Twitter has played a key role in the
Brown-Rihanna relationship in the past
year. The singers have allegedly made
indirect vows of love through tweets
in December 2011, with Brown saying,
“Love U more than u know!” and Rihanna
tweeting a minute later, “I’ll always love u
#1LOVE.” Come on, that’s more obvious
than your professor hinting for the fourth
time in one class that there might be a quiz
next week. (There’s a quiz. Study.)
After receiving negative feedback
from his Grammy win, Brown angrily
tweeted, “A man shows how he can make
a Big mistake and learn from it, but still
has to deal with day to day hatred!…
HATE ALL U WANT BECUZ I GOT A
GRAMMY. Now! That’s the ultimate F***
OFF.” Though it was soon deleted, the
action brings to mind Brown’s behavior
during his Good Morning America
interview in March 2011. Just last year,
Brown threw a fit when questioned
about the assault; he stormed off-stage,
used a chair to shatter a window, and left
the television studio without a shirt. The
month before this outburst, Rihanna had
dropped the restraining order against
Brown to “level one,” meaning the two
are allowed contact, as long as he does
not “annoy, molest, or harass” Rihanna.
Just this week, the troubled young
pop star is reported to have stolen a
fan’s iPhone, so that pictures of Brown
bringing home two groupies wouldn’t
end up on the Internet. According to
The Miami Herald, a source claims that
Brown’s fellow rapper Tyga revealed
to authorities, “The guy’s trying to get
back with Rihanna, and he knows that
wouldn’t happen if the photos ended
up online.” This robbery could send the
infamous Grammy winner to prison.
Should Rihanna be collaborating with
the man who battered her? It is easy to
label Rihanna as pathetic for crawling
back to someone who caused her so
much pain. She’s supposed to be a “role
model.” Shouldn’t she know better?
What people tend to forget, however, is

that Rihanna is not to blame for any of
the abuse. She is the victim. And the sad
fact is that 54 percent of women will stay
in a violent, unhealthy relationship; and
women who do leave statistically return
to the relationship 8 or 9 times before
ending it for good. If Rihanna’s abuse
hadn’t fallen under public scrutiny, who
is to say she would have reported it at all?
On Monday, Feb. 27, Providence
College’s group, Women Will, hosted an
event called “Love is Respect.” Kendra
Marasco, PC alum, 14-year professor,
and VASE (Victim Advocacy, Support,
& Education) Coordinator, led the talk,
focusing on the signs of an abusive
relationship and how to help a friend
who may be in one. Marasco emphasized
that anyone struggling with relationship
abuse (be it mental, verbal, or physical)
is not alone. Shockingly, 1 in 5 women on
any given college campus are involved
in a harmful relationship, 50 percent
of which will never tell anyone. Sadly,
only 20 percent of those who confide in
someone tell an authority figure.
“If you feel fear, or the need to change
your behavior, that’s unhealthy. You
shouldn’t have to give up ‘you’ in a
relationship,” said Marasco, whose office
is located in Harkins 101. “Resources are
available to anyone, and victims should
know that they are not to blame.”
Statistics show that only about 11
percent of men who have battered
women will change for good. The rest will
at some point or another return to their
violent tendencies. Or, as often occurs,
they will shift to a less detectable type of
abuse, such as verbal instead of physical.
“It’s unlikely they will be totally abusefree,” said Marasco. “The first step is for the
person to acknowledge he has a problem.”
No one can tell for sure whether
Chris Brown will be able to overcome
his struggles and resolve all matters with
Rihanna, but a writer for thecollegevoice.
org, Shannon Keating, poses the question,
“What if it were Taylor Swift who Chris
Brown beat up, and not Rihanna? Would
it be safe for us to assume that if Chris
Brown beat a cherished, popularly

It’s something of a phenomenon. A
faintly attractive girl between the ages
of 15 and 21 decides that she wants
to become the next Miley Cyrus. Her
father may not be the washed-up
cowboy behind “Achy Breaky Heart,”
but that doesn’t matter. This unknown
starlet has a voice (presumably), a
camera, and access to the Internet. A
dozen YouTube videos later and her
schmaltzy tunes have gotten her into
the music industry.
Rebecca Black did it with “Friday.”
So did the other girl, the one who
sings about her jeans. But the latest
sensation to come out of the poopypop factory is Carly Rae Jepsen. With
a name like that, she is already part of
an exclusive society whose members
include Anna Nicole Smith, Edgar
Allen Poe, and Jamie Lee Curtis.
Her story generates even more of
a buzz. A native of Canada, Jepsen
placed third in the fifth season of
Canadian Idol. Yeah, I know what
you’re thinking: They have television in
Canada?! Personally, I was surprised
by Canada’s decision to idolize
a vocalist when it has so many
accomplished woodsmen. Even more
surprising is the fact that Jepsen still
has a career. In America, if you place
third in the fifth season of anything,
you lose. That’s it. You get nothing.
So, how did Jepsen break out of
obscurity? Here’s the answer: “Call
Me Maybe.” If you go to Providence

College, you have probably heard
someone playing it or—worse—
singing it: “Hey, I just met you, / and
this is crazy, / but here’s my number,
/ so call me, maybe?” Most of the
offenders are girls. Why? Because
they can relate. For millennia (or
since 1971), girls have poured out
of their residence halls like water
out of a faucet. They have trickled
down Eaton Street, flooding various
basements. They have introduced
themselves to guys. Needless to say,
these experiences have been crazy.
Numbers were exchanged then
and they are being exchanged now.
Don’t you see? Providence College
is the hook of “Call Me Maybe.”
I’d like to think that my analysis
of this song is a decent one. Still,
before I conclude, I would like to
pick apart the title. From reading
it, the listener already knows that
Jepsen is a bit self-centered. Why
does the guy have to call her, huh? If
she really wants him, why can’t she
put in the effort? Don’t forget that
she threw in the word maybe. This is
the escape clause for every guy that
Jepsen talks to. Maybe she doesn’t
want to be forceful, but I would take
this as a sign of insecurity. Oh, and
one more thing to think about: there
is no punctuation in the title. Does
she want a guy to literally call her
Maybe? I guess that’s kinky...
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virginal white woman instead of a
famously ‘promiscuous’ and racy black
woman, that he would not be winning
Grammys—but instead would, in all
likelihood, be serving time behind bars
right now?” Keating has a valid argument,
since many fans still don’t forgive Kanye
West for interrupting Taylor’s speech
at the MTV Video Music Awards in
2009. . .imagine if he got onstage and
beat her instead?
The all-too-common accusation that
women who dress in a certain way or
who have an aggressive attitude may
somehow “deserve” abuse or are “asking
for it” is completely ridiculous, asinine
thinking. And the issue of racism is a
much deeper dilemma, but as Keating
suggests, it comes into play in such a
situation. Why, when Charlie Sheen
abuses women, is it written off (Oh, you
know, Sheen and his tiger blood…) and
called ‘winning’?
Eve Ensler, writer of The Vagina
Monologues—which were recently
performed by PC students at the Avon
Theatre, and have raised over $75
million for women’s anti-violence groups
through productions worldwide—wrote,
“I am over violence against women not
being a #1 international priority when
one out of three women will be raped or
beaten in her lifetime—the destruction
and muting and undermining of women
is the destruction of life itself. No women,
no future. Duh.”
Please Note:
VASE can provide victims of dating
violence and sexual assault with
immediate and on-going support and
advocacy, both on-campus and with any
off-campus proceedings. Victims may call
the confidential line, 865-1177, anytime.
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Poor Murderer
March 30-April 1
April 13-15

Thinking about applying to Law School?
Come learn exclusive Kaplan strategies to
improve your LSAT score with top-rated
Kaplan teacher Brenda Newbury at our Free
LSAT Workshop!

SPRING DANCE
CONCERT
April 27 & 28

STUDENT FILM
FESTIVAL
May 2

Where: Unity Center
When: Monday, March 5 at 7:00
Sponsored by the Pre-Law
Society

Register for

SUMMER SESSION AT PC
• Online and on-campus courses
• Accelerated one-, five-, and ten-week terms
• Affordable tuition — $891 a three-credit course
REGISTRATION BEGINS MARCH 5!
For approved courses, visit www.providence.edu/dean-office
To learn more, scan the QR code, call the School of Continuing Education at 401.865.2487
or visit www.providence.edu/SCE.
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by Justin Fernandez '15
Portfolio Staff
FICTION
Six a.m. Friday morning. The alarm
clock shrieked amid the low hum of
the radiator. A figure stirred from
beneath the blankets, reluctant to
rise from its perfect state of lethargy.
The sun was just beginning to peek
over the horizon, and the first rays of
light peered in through the window.
The alarm continued to shriek to be
noticed, but the figure would not
move. The room had been left unkempt
for months, leaving a thick film of dust
covering most surfaces. On the desk
lay an open notepad. Poems, quotes,
and sketches of another life littered the
pages with the sort of magical touch
that could make one forget reality
and escape to a distant land of ecstasy.
An empty bottle, turned on its side,
complemented the notebook as though
the two objects were unlikely lovers
holding hands. The alarm continued to
sound. The figure sprung from beneath
the blankets in a rush, silencing the
alarm in one motion.
Margret quickly showered and
dressed before running out the door.
The office couldn’t wait. High stacks
of papers on her desk summoned her
in the early hours of the morning.
Likewise, extensive research and
proofing chained her to her desk until
long after the sun surrendered to the
overwhelming darkness. The world
couldn’t wait. As the new managing
editor of the local paper, Margret was
a slave to the world. On her shoulders
rested the responsibility of publishing
a factual and unbiased paper each
morning by eight a.m. With such a
demanding schedule, leisure time
was non-existent for Margret, though
she didn’t mind the long hours or the
tedious work. Such work offered an
escape from the ghost that haunted her
life: the ghost of memory.
The morning hours passed quickly
on this Friday. Margret began the day
by proofreading the submissions,
carefully studying the page for poor
grammar. To Margret, correcting the
small mistakes was the most satisfying
part of her job. The rules of grammar
were unyielding, so unlike the rules of
life. It was for this reason that Margret
started each day by picking apart each
article pending approval. Grammar
was her gateway into a different, better
world. When the proofreading was
complete, Margret would reread each
article to ensure her work was perfect.
It was the next half of the day that
moved slowly. The sun hung over the
sky for what seemed an eternity. It was
during this half of the day that Margret
began the painstaking process of crossexamining sources for each article in
order to ensure their accuracy. Today,
this process took especially long. The
scourging pain of the process would

only subside when the office was
locked tight behind her. It was only 2
p.m. and already, it was clear to Margret
that it was going to be a late night.
Unleashing a deep sigh of languor,
Margret looked up from her desk. She
began to question why she took this job
offer three months ago. It all seemed so
simple then. But suddenly everything
changed, and with the change came an
increasing desire to melt into a puddle
of nothingness, and evaporate into the
clouds where life was weightless.
And so the hours passed, and with
each passing hour Margret crossexamined more and more stories
with a steadily decreasing strength.
The pile on her desk finally began to
dwindle. A soft fragrance of hope now
began to perfume the air in Margret’s
office, kindling a hidden strength to
carry on. It was now 7 p.m. and the
sun had begun to set. Satisfied with
her progress, Margret walked to the
windows in her office to watch the sun’s
descent. The final valiant rays of light
painted the sky a deep pink. Suddenly,
a strident buzz erupted from Margret’s
desk, shaking every bone in her body.
Margret’s assistant was paging her
from just beyond the office. Despite the
startling sound, the young editor stood
motionless. She marveled at the great
source of life. The orange orb slowly
descended behind a building. Again
the assistant paged Margret, and again
Margret did not stir. As the sun collided
with the land over the horizon, she
was caught by a single thought: “It's
4.54 billion years old, and each day
the sun has descended, leaving half of
the earth in night, but always leaving
hope for dawn.” The assistant paged
Margaret’s office once more. Over the
speakers a fatigued voice announced,
“Mrs. Brown, Gabe Conroy is here to
report some breaking news.”
“Thanks, Mary. You can send him
right in,” Margret responded.
Margret sighed heavily at the thought
of more work as Gabe entered the office.
“Evening, Gretta,” announced Gabe in
a friendly tone. “Another late night in
the office, I take it?”
Margret forced a smile and nodded
gently at Gabe’s observation. “What is
it tonight, Gabe?” Margret inquired.
“It’s a sad case. I’ll reckon you won’t
enjoy this one. Sorry to burden you on
such a fine evening,” Gabe responded.
“It’s fine, Gabe, just set it down and
I’ll look it over before I leave,” said
Margret. Gabe nodded and turned
back out the door.
Two more hours passed when at
last the pile on Margret’s desk ceased
to exist. The only remaining article was
Gabe’s “sad case.” The editor reached
for the report and braced herself for its
initial impact. She reluctantly read the
headline: “Seven-Year-Old Sacrifices Life
for Mother.” In the instant she read the
banner, the ghost of memory began to
haunt the inner workings of her mind.
Only two months had passed since the

death of her husband. They had been
walking home in silence. Just moments
before, the couple had been arguing
over something trivial, something that
Margret could no longer remember. In
her exasperated fury, Margaret stepped
off the curb to cross the street, just as a
truck quickly turned the corner. The
driver was drunk, no longer in control of
his vehicle. Margret’s husband stood for
a single moment, frozen in horror. Before
she knew what was happening, Margret
felt a shove. And then, impact. She could
never quite forgive his rash decision.
As Margret struggled to repress the
memories, tears fell down her cheeks.
After several moments, she built up the
courage to read the article. The report
was brief, but for Margret the words
lasted an eternity. As Margret set the
paper back on her desk, she did not feel
anguish. The ghost of memory was no

longer a haunting, but a blessing. The
words on that paper forever changed
the way she saw the art of living.
“Life,” she realized, “is a sacrifice. A
sacrifice of love for the good of another.
A sacrifice of love to pursue a dream.
A sacrifice of love for the benefit of
the community.” Instead of crossexamining this final report, Margaret
copied it and jammed the duplicate
into her purse. The copy would soon
find its way to the graveyard, where it
would sit on her husband’s tombstone
until time withered it away, slowly
turning it back to dust.
Sitting down at her desk, Margret
began to type at her computer. After
45 minutes, the young woman printed
the document, sealed it, and slipped it
under the door of the Editor-in-Chief.
It was her resignation letter.

Mask We Paint
by Keely Mohin ’14
Asst. Portfolio Editor

The face is but a mask we paint,
It never tells tales true.
And behind each eye, a story kept,
Never meant for public view.
Few alive we really understand,
Far less than we conceive,
For each visage marks a careful craft
Whose only aim is make-believe.
Our truth we deem a mortal sin,
(Only false perfection we admit)
Fault a blasphemous oddity,
No—a crime best to omit.
For to share our secret stories,
Means to deal with silent pain,
And we but love to forget all that,
So satisfaction rather we feign.

Still WANTED: Fabulous Fiction Writer
to complete our Magical portfolio
brood! Strange habits, quirks, and
ideas are preferred, but Are by no
means necessary!
Pick Up An Application in Alumni LL06 Today!
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The Mysterious On My Desire to
Eat
Glass
Disappearance of
The Turners:
Part 5
PHOTO COURTESY WIKIMEDIA.ORG

by Kiernan Dunlop ’14
Portfolio Staff
FICTION
“Did your parents ever tell you why
you were going into the city that day?”
Daniel asked as they began walking
through the sewer.
“They said they needed to meet
with someone, and that if I was good
they would take me to my favorite
candy store after they were done,”
Annabelle replied.
“Did they get to that meeting?”
“No. At least, I don’t think so.
We were on our way there when we
were separated. My father tried to
come back for me, but something
stopped him.”
“The Compello—no doubt about
it. They’re some sneaky bastards,”
Malcolm said angrily.
“Unfortunately,
Malcolm
is
probably right. I’ve been trying to find
out what happened to your parents
for years, but no records exist. And
if no records exist, it means someone
deliberately destroyed them,” Daniel
said disappointedly.
“Who are the Compello? Why were
they chasing us and why do you think
they did something to my parents?”
Annabelle asked, tired of being kept in
the dark.
“The Compello is an organization
that was created 10 years ago by the
government as part of a new policy.”
“Wait, if they work for the
government, why have I never heard of
them before?” Annabelle interrupted.
“Because if people knew an
organization like this existed, there
would be a revolt. The Compello have
one job: to keep the current leader in
power by any means necessary.”
“Our very own version of the
KGB,” Malcolm sneered as they finally
reached a ladder.
“Except here, the general population

doesn’t have a clue that the Compello
exists. After the war, the new
administration took control and was
determined to keep it. They pushed
their propaganda and kept news of
disappearances and insurrections out
of the papers. After a couple of years,
the insurrections stopped because the
Compello managed to capture all of
the rebels. Well, at least they thought
they did.”
“They thought they did?”
asked Annabelle.
“Proud member of the Liberatis at
your service,” Malcolm said with a salute.
“Are you part of the Liberatis,
too?” Annabelle asked Daniel.
“I joined three years ago. My
parents wouldn’t let me until then.
They said it was dangerous enough
for me as it was,” he said, motioning
at Annabelle to climb the ladder.
“Why was it dangerous for you?”
Annabelle said as she began climbing.
“The Compello got their hands
on documents that incriminated our
parents as members of a rebel group.
That’s why we left. Someone tipped
off my dad and he made an escape
plan. It couldn’t look like we left
together, so my family went first and
yours was supposed to follow a few
weeks later. But, as you know, yours
never did,” Daniel answered.
Annabelle had reached the top of
the ladder, looked around, and felt
confused. They had made their way
out of the city through the sewer
system, but now they were on what
appeared to be a deserted road.
“Daniel, why did we come up here?
Do you really think it’s safe enough
for us to walk along the road?”
“We’re not going to be walking
along the road,” Daniel replied.
“What do you mean? There’s
nothing around here for miles.”
“That’s what we want people to
think,” Malcolm said and laughed.
To be continued...

by Tom Nailor ’12
Portfolio Staff

During one of my classes
as we pass around platitudes like
plates of delicacies to be
tasted, and yet not to be known,
I am struck by a sudden desire:
I wish to eat glass
to feel pain as it
cuts my lips, my gums, my throat
jagged, slicing, pricking, tearing
the inside of my cheek.
Chewing, gnashing, plate glass toughness
meeting toothy maw,
making me bleed, leaving my mouth
ruddy red and raw,
bleeding, bleeding, bleeding
out plasma to be replaced,
teeth to be recast.
Making me feel myself.
I wish to belch exhaust
a colossus, whirring, grinding,
smoking, fuming, tearing,
spinning like a top
Clickity-clack on the train tracks
Eyes like mercury
Staring out, liquid shine
and blood of molten rock.
Molten rock shooting through my veins
to the echo of an artificial
Ba-dump, Ba-dump, Ba-dump.
Sweat boiling to steam in an instant,
sun glinting off smooth steel:
blinding, cold, created,
and yet more real.
I wish to swell myself
with hydrogen gas:
Volatile, explosive, popping,
a dirigible punctured,
a massive Hindenberg
aufblähen und explodieren
showering soot down from the sky.
My new found, new created self
bending, splitting, cracking.
In an instant becoming
so massive that I collapse
in on myself, a neutron star,
Falling, falling, falling,
and touching each of you.
PHOTO COURTESY WIKIMEDIA.ORG

Staff Pick of the Week
The Marriage Plot
Jeffrey Eugenides

Recommended for anyone who enjoys contemporary literature, fiction à la the Brontë Sisters, Jane Austen, or all three, Jeffrey Eugenides’ The Marriage Plot is a
rapidly rising star in the literary world. Set right here in Providence, Rhode Island, during the turbulent 1980s, it follows three Brown University graduates in the
year following their graduation (which only one of them actually attends, albeit a slight bit…higher than most). Madeline Hanna, an English major like so many
others, finds herself between a rock and a hard place with her recent-ex-boyfriend, Leonard Bankhead, and her estranged friend, Mitchell Grammaticus. On one
side is Leonard, a whirlpool of highs and lows, mysterious ruggedness, and a scientific mind that seems unable to be truly emotionally open. On the other side
is Mitchell, a lover of religious mysticism of all traditions who travels with a friend across the world in the year following graduation and comes face to face with
God, life, death, and his own inadequacies. Mitchell’s travels across France, Greece, and India provide misadventure, humor, and brief spats of escape from the
New England setting, but readers will revel in recognizing the places that Madeline and company frequent throughout Providence. This novel features all the
missed romantic opportunities and laughs of Friends or Dawson’s Creek, and Eugenides’ deft control of prose makes it a quick, but probing read. The ending, in a
strange way, is both disappointing and uplifting, tying the novel together in a manner that many won’t expect—but you’ll have to read The Marriage Plot to find
out why!
PHOTO COURTESY HORIZONBOOK.COM

— Tom Nailor '12
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Literary Love Triangles
One guy. Two girls. There’s bound to be some tension.
This week we’re taking a little trip to England circa WWII. That’s right
people. It’s Atonement time. Who is the better gal for Robbie?
Briony or Cecilia?

Robbie
Briony

Cecilia

Before I begin my tirade, I must first share a minor personal anecdote: Shout out to
my darling, Christopher Hampton, for writing a screenplay so incredibly close to Ian
McEwan’s little gem of a novel that it makes me want to hug him and send him a pie
or a bottle of wine. Okay, now that I have taken care of that, let me actually get to
some form of a point. I’ll concede that Briony Tallis is, well, a little pill. If it wasn’t
for that vivid (insert: sick) imagination of hers, poor Robbie never would have gone
to war and died of septicemia in France. But let us look at this from a purely practical
point of view. Say Celia came back from school. Say she never had that little dip in the
fountain. Say Robbie never consequently wrote her that—ahem—letter. Many things
would have happened. Briony would have still adored Robbie. Briony would not have
accused him of a crime he didn’t commit. Briony would have grown up. And when she
did, Robbie would have graduated from medical school like he planned. Celia will have
probably moved on to some rich business owner/trust fund baby/silver spoon possessor.
So, that leaves Robbie and Briony. They will get married. She will write books. He will
cure diseases. Everyone is accounted for? Yes. Everyone alive? Good. Now, at this point,
Robbie and Celia could go behind Briony’s back while she’s busy typing away to, erm,
spend time together whenever they wanted. Now, I’m not saying I condone infidelity
(well I am, sort of, whatever), but I don’t condone death either. So I’ve simply selected
the lesser of two evils. We live in a cruel world. These choices must be made. So, Briony,
the tattletale, it is.

Cecilia and Robbie are meant to be together. They are the equivalent of Romeo and
Juliet, Odysseus and Penelope, Edward and Bella; they just make sense. Anyone who
has read Atonement or seen the movie adaptation knows that I am right. There is just
something in their drawn-out glances in the war-torn cafe, their sarcastic banter by the
fish pond, and the manner in which they express their love for each other in the library
(yeah, you know which scene I’m talking about) that is the perfect mixture of sweet and
sour: Robbie and Cecila are the ultimate Chinese delicacy. And sure, they might both
meet horrifying fates, but it wouldn't be a love story if everything ended up all neat and
dandy. You need that sense of impending doom to really get the heart beating and the
forehead perspirating. If Robbie had just ended up with Briony, then he probably would
have realized that he made the wrong decision and that his life sucks, and then they
would get a divorce and both be miserable for the rest of their insignificant lives. And if I
recall correctly, Briony is not only a tattletale but she is also a manipulative crazy person.
She convinces Lola to lie about who raped her, thus initiating a sequence of destructive
events that end up ruining the lives of all who are caught in its wake. Not to mention,
she's significantly younger than Robbie—and as we all know, Robbie does not mess with
underaged girls. So my vote is for Cecilia. She’s beautiful, strong-minded, and would
have given this story the happily-ever-after it deserves if someone hadn't screwed it all up
(yeah, I’m looking at you, B).

— Keely Mohin '14

— Dara Plath '13

This Is Not My Life: Part 6
by Margaret Barresi ’12
Portfolio Staff
FICTION

I waved my hand behind my
shoulder as I turned around to walk
towards the large glass doors into
the school. I pulled them open and
continued inside down the hallway to
the same room where my first period
class had been held yesterday. Just as I
was about to walk in through the open
classroom door, I felt someone grab
my shoulder.
“Hey new girl!” I spun around to
see Robbie’s wide smile framed by the
dark squares of his glasses.
“Oh, hey. What’s up?” I let him
shuffle me out of the doorway over to
a row of lockers nearby.
“So you decided to come back for
round two?”
“Looks like it,” I shrugged. “Do
you know where Cheshire is? I wanted
to sit with her today.”
“She should be coming in soon.
We usually drive together, but this
morning I had to leave early so I
could work on an art project.”

“Oh yeah? What kind of art?”
“Sculpting.”
“Sculpting. Hmm that’s interesting.”
I looked up at him and watched him
tuck a lock of blonde hair behind his
ear. “How did you get into that?”
“I don’t know. Play dough was
always kind of my thing when I was
little.” The right corner of his mouth
turned up into a little smile, and I felt
the corners of my own lips spread
upwards into a quiet laugh.
“Well, maybe you can show me

“

“What’s up guys?” He smiled,
looking directly at me without even
glancing at Robbie.
“Hey Drew.” I said quickly. A few
moments of strained silence passed.
“So shall we?” I pointed towards the
classroom door.
“Yeah, let’s go,” Robbie said,
grabbing my elbow and pulling me
towards it.
Drew followed right
behind me. I felt like I was prisoner
being marched to my cell by two
oversized guards.
“Aliceeeeee!” I heard a higher

I LOOKED UP AT HIM AND WATCHED HIM TUCK
A LOCK OF BLONDE HAIR BEHIND HIS EAR...

your work sometime?”
“Yeah, sure.” He shifted his weight
so he was leaning towards me slightly. I
looked down at the ground and started
to pick my backpack up off the floor,
when I heard my name being called
from somewhere down the hallway.
“Alice! Hey!” I turned and saw
Drew jogging towards us.
“Oh, hi.” I gave him a small wave
and looked back at Robbie who stared
at Drew with his mouth set like all his
teeth were clenched together. Drew
slowed down and walked over to us.

“

female voice call. I turned around to see
Cheshire running down the hallway,
her dark hair whipping behind her. I
managed to skirt around the boys and
began to walk towards her until we
met in the middle about 50 feet from
the classroom door. I looked back
around and saw the boys walk into the
classroom. Robbie cut Drew off with a
slight shoulder bump.
“Cheshire, hi!” I said loudly, unable
to contain my happiness at having
escaped the awkwardness of my
former three-person parade.

“What was that all about?” She
asked with her eyebrows raised.
“What do you mean?” I cleared my
throat as she continued to stare at me.
“Those two?” I jerked my thumb back
behind me where I had been standing
with the boys before.
“Uh, yeah,” She replied smiling
softly. “Robbie hasn’t spoken to Drew
in four years. You must be something
special if you got both of them to talk
to you at once.”
“Wait, why don’t they speak?”
“Oh, it’s a long story. Ready?”
“Ready? For what?”
“Class…” Cheshire knitted her
eyebrows together and gave me a
strange look. “Let’s go.”
“But you have to tell me about Drew
and Robbie.”
“I will later. I promise.”
“Urgh, Cheshire!” I whined softly.
“Don’t worry Alice! Everything will
make sense soon enough.”
I shook my head slightly. “This place
is so weird. Everyone has a history.”
Cheshire linked her arm through
mine and we began to walk down the
hallway. “That’s true, new girl. But
doesn’t everyone?”
To be continued...

PHOTO COURTESY ALL-FREE-DOWNLOAD.
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So-And-So

PHOTO COURTESY GALLERY.ARTNOIL.ORG

by Bobby Bretz ’12
Portfolio Staff

This is not the way back home
Ship’s not meant to sink alone
Where have all the lifeboats gone?
Ship’s not meant to sink alone
Sunrise coming, where’d you go?
Last one up’s a so-and-so
Stop pretending you don’t know
Last one out’s a so-and-so
And who shall vote for compromise?
This is just an exercise
Who shall tell me otherwise?
This is not an exercise
This is not a drill, my friend
This is how the world ends
This is what they must have meant
When they told us how the world ends
And you aren’t here, were never there
It shouldn’t catch me unaware
You keep repeating everywhere
You keep me always unaware
But I meant not to come back home
We were made to sleep alone
Ship’s not made to make it home
Ship was made to sink alone.

Alpha And Omega
by Mason Sciotti ’15
Portfolio Staff
A child is born now
He learns to crawl; then he walks
I suppose that’s life.
He learns eagerly
Societal influence
Forms his sponge-like mind.
He’s taught right and wrong
Reward versus punishment
He knows that’s just life.
Parents watch him grow
Eventually he leaves
They suppose that’s life.
He falls in love now
The girl feels she’s settling
She thinks that’s just life.
In time, she passes
Just as time passed along, too
He thinks that’s just life.
He grows old alone
Retirement, what a thought
He thinks that’s just life.
But why is it so?
Why does life pass him by so?
Is—Is that just life?
Cannot he decide
Make his life choices himself
Without other’s aid?
A child dies today
In age, a new infancy
There is nothing more.
PHOTO COURTESY DYNAMITESTUDIO.COM
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Here's the deal: 25 words or less.
One title. An entire story.
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The Fruits of my Labor/
Just Desserts
by Mason Sciotti ’15
Portfolio Staff
Do I dare to eat a peach? Honestly, I’d rather have
an apple. Scratch that, cake, specifically chocolate.
Yes, I dare to eat chocolate cake.
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Portfolio ndez ’15
Staff
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I Swear I Just Fell Into
the Dishwasher
by Keely Mohin ’14
Asst. Portfolio Editor
The nurse sent my mom away. “Is that really how you injured
your left buttocks?” she asked suspiciously. Apparently abuse
was the only believable explanation.
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providence spring career fair
Tuesday  March 20  3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.  Peterson Center

Career Services invites YOU to
put the spring in your career

step

providence alumni-student networking night
Tuesday  March 27  6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.  ‘64 Hall

Professional Dress Strongly Recommended  Visit efriars.providence.edu for more info
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Friars Reach Semifinal For Tenth Straight Year
Women’s Hockey Will Advance to Hockey East Championship with Win Over Northeastern
by Meg O’Neill ’12
Sports Staff
Women’s Ice Hockey
The Providence College Women’s
Ice Hockey Team is surging ahead
in the Hockey East playoffs. This
past Saturday, the Friars dominated
the ice with their decisive 6-0
quarterfinal victory over Maine.
This is the sixth victory for the Friars
in the past eight games. The team
has posted a 6-1-1 since January 28.
Six
different
Friars
scored
goals on Saturday afternoon,
and
when
the
entire
team
contributes, PC is unstoppable.
“Saturday was a testament to
our team and how much depth
we have,” Abby Gauthier ’12
explained. “For the past three
weeks, we’ve been really consistent
and building off each period.”
The Friars have scored 27 goals in
the past eight games, while giving
up only nine to their opponents. This
is a tremendous stride for the Friars,
who went 11-8-2 in conference
games in the regular season.
When asked what he was most
impressed with these past weeks,
especially in the quarterfinal game
against Maine, Head Coach Bob
Deraney cited the team’s discipline.
“Tough isn’t throwing a punch,”
he explained. “Tough is taking one
and getting right back up. That
is why we won so convincingly.”
This surge could not have
come at a better time for PC,
who is entering the Hockey East

semifinals against regular season
champions
Northeastern.
The
Huskies are currently ranked
seventh in the nation and are 2-01 against the Friars this season.
“It is really hard to beat a good
team three times,” Deraney stated
in regards to Northeastern’s success
against the Friars. “If we make them
earn everything they get, we will
be playing for the championship
on Sunday. That’s how much
confidence I have in this group.”
Saturday’s game marks the Friars
10th trip to the Hockey East semifinal
game in the last 10 seasons—a
pretty astonishing feat. PC remains
the only team to qualify as one of
the final four teams each season.
“It is a huge source of pride
and no one can take it from us,”
said Deraney, who has been the
head coach at PC for the past
13 seasons. “We own that.”
In
addition
to
these
accomplishments, PC was also
the first team to win the Hockey
East regular season title and
the Hockey East Tournament.
“[In] the past three years, we
have been in the semifinals, but
have not yet won,” explained
Gauthier, in reference to her career
at PC. “Being a local kid, I’m excited
for the opportunity to be on NESN.”
Gauthier, who is from Lynn,
Mass., is looking for an opportunity
to bring the championship back
to Providence. She and the rest
of the senior class are looking to
leave their mark on the program.
“We have a lot of heart and
that will go a long way,” Gauthier

Regular Season Ends,
Syracuse Up Next
by Sean Bailey ’14
Sports Staff
Women’s Basketball
The
Providence
College
Women’s Basketball Team wrapped
up its regular season this week,
but failed to end their campaign
with flair, dropping their last two
contests of the season to 24thranked Rutgers and unranked USF.
The home game against Rutgers
marked Senior Night for the Friars,
and Colleen Breslin, Tiffany Hurd,
Teya Wright, Chandler McCabe,
Lola Wells, and Rachel Barnes
were honored prior to tip off.
The Friars came out with a lot
of energy early, playing Rutgers
evenly through the first eight
minutes of the contest. Then,
the Scarlet Knights delivered
a
devastating
blow,
rattling
off a 21-5 run to end the half
and perch the foes from New
Jersey up by a score of 33-17.
PC continued to battle, whittling
the deficit down to 15 points
multiple times, but each comeback
attempt was answered by a Scarlet
Knight response. Barnes pitched
in 12 points in her final home
contest. Wright recorded her Big
East best 13th double-double of
the season, tallying 11 points and
10 rebounds in the losing effort.

The Friars then took to the road
against USF on Monday, taking the
Bulls into overtime before falling by
a score of 64-56. Both teams battled
back and forth, neither team able to
take a big lead in the contest. The
Bulls rallied at the end, hitting a
three pointer with five seconds left
to send the game into overtime.
In the extra session, the Bulls
outscored the Friars, 11-3. Barnes
and Symone Roberts ’13 paved the
way for the Friars with 15 points
apiece. Wright added 12 points,
and Alicia Cropper ’14 pitched
in 10. Lauren “Lady” Okafor ’14
hauled down a career-high seven
offensive rebounds to go along
with five on the defensive end.
The Friars’ postseason begins
on Friday, March 2, in the Big
East Tournament, held at the
XL Center in Hartford, Conn.
The Friars earned only the 13th
seed for the tournament, but the
team has enough talent to win a
few games in Hartford. Syracuse,
their first round opponent, is the
tournament’s
12th-seed.
When
the two teams met earlier in the
season, the Orange clobbered the
Friars, 80-54. Hopefully, PC can
have a better showing in this game.
If PC beats Syracuse, they will face
off against fifth-seeded West Virginia
on Saturday, March 3, at noon. Notre
Dame is the tournament’s top seed.

COURTESY OF DSPICS.NET

Seniors gather on the ice during their final regular season home game at Providence College on
February 17.

said, referring to the senior
class and the team as a whole.
Deraney has nothing but
praise for this senior class and
the leadership it is displaying
on and off the ice. H e is excited
how this leadership is bringing
together
the
ent ire
team,
with every player contributing.
“We might not have the most
talent going in, but without
question we have the best team

going into the weekend, and that’s
why I love our chances,” he said.
If the Friars are successful in
Saturday’s battle against Northeastern,
they will continue to the Hockey East
Championship game on Sunday.
Deraney is looking forward to
this weekend and has incredible
pride in his team. “We’ve been to
the gunfight every year, but it’s been
a long time since there’s been this
many bullets in the gun,” he said.

Lax Gains Confidence
With First Win
by Julia Claudy ’13
Sports Staff
Men’s Lacrosse
The PC Men’s Lacrosse Team
secured its first win of the season
against Wagner this past Saturday,
Feb. 25. The game was played at home
with the stands full of supportive
students. The win brought the
Friars’ record to 1-1 overall
and dropped their opponents’
down to 0-3 for the season.
Six different Friars scored goals
to make the final score 13-5. Jake
Nolan ’12 was, hands down, the
star of the game, as he led the
Friars with six goals. He scored
two of his six goals in the first
quarter. Contributing the other
goals for PC were Peter Wujciack
’12, JT Weber ’13, Daniel Textor
’13, Andrew Barton ’14, and Robert
Stack ’14. The team also came
together on the defensive end
with playing time from all four
Friar goalies—Christian Dzwilewski
’12, Peter Badgley ’15, Tyler
Himes ’14, and Andrew Sayer ’15.
In terms of upcoming games,
standout attackman Nolan said,
“The win will give us the confidence
to know that we can play well.
It’s always important to get the
first win under your belt.” For his
performance, Nolan was named to

the Big East Weekly Honor Roll.
Moving forward, Nolan thinks
that the game was an important
experience for the team to build
on for the rest of the season.
“We learned that we can be
productive offensively. However,
there were a lot of points that
we left off the board from not
capitalizing
our
opportunities
or recognizing what the Wagner
defense was giving us,” he said.
The team hopes to take the
momentum of its win against
Wagner into its next game against
Manhattan College on Saturday,
March 3, before facing off
against two strong opponents in
Georgetown and Syracuse on March
17 and March 21, respectively.
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Jake Nolan ’12 scored six goals against Wagner.
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Flight

This Week: Most Stylish Male Athletes

10. Kobe Bryant (Los Angeles Lakers): Kobe, like several other NBA
players, has been featured in both L’Uomo Vogue and GQ fashion spreads.
9. Sidney Crosby (Pittsburgh Penguins): In general, hockey players are not
known for their fashion senses, but Crosby is quickly putting an end to this
stereotype.
8. Alex Rodriguez (New York Yankees): Rodriguez has plenty of money
to spend on clothes, and he obviously has no problem doing so. His
wardrobe is the best in professional baseball.
7. Cristiano Ronaldo (Real Madrid): Endorsed by Giorgio Armani,
Ronaldo is becoming known as one of the sharpest dressers in
professional sports.
6. Amare Stoudemire (New York Knicks): Stoudemire makes Vogue Editorin-Chief Anna Wintour, a good friend of his, very proud with his preppy
clothes and chic glasses.
5. Henrik Lundqvist (New York Rangers): The Rangers star is not only one
of the best goalies in the NHL, but he is probably the league’s best-dressed
player as well.
4. Lebron James (Miami Heat): During his post-game press conferences,
James sports some of the most fashionable designers, including Ralph
Lauren, Gucci, and Yves Saint Laurent.
3. Dwyane Wade (Miami Heat): It is hard to find a “Most Stylish Athlete”
list that Wade is not on. He looks as smooth and elegant off the court as he
does on it.
2. Tom Brady (New England Patriots): In his Ermenegidlo Zegna and Tom
Ford suits, Brady looks fit for the red carpet.
1. David Beckham (Los Angeles Galaxy): Beckham has been a fashion icon
for years and has received plenty of recognition for his style.
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LA Galaxy star David Beckham is revered not only for his skills on the field, but also for his
flare for fashion.

Why Can’t I Buy a PC Hockey Jersey?
by Christine Rousselle ’13
Asst. News Editor
Commentary
It’s no secret that I’m a huge
college hockey fan. I have the
iPhone app, for heaven’s sake
(Small plug: the College Hockey
News app is a must download). I’ve
been going to University of Maine
hockey games since I was little, and
I’ve currently been to Friars hockey
games at six different Hockey
East arenas including Schneider
Arena, the Conte Forum (BC),
Matthews Arena (Northeastern),
Alfond Arena (Maine), Cumberland
County Civic Center (special
location for a game against Maine),
and the Whittemore Center (UNH).
What’s one thing all these arenas
have in common, except for ours?
They sell jerseys there. Yes, that’s
right. You cannot buy a Friars jersey
here, or apparently anywhere.
I first realized the impossibility of
finding a PC hockey jersey this past
Christmas. My parents had been
hounding me about what I wanted
for Christmas, and on a whim I
said I’d like a PC jersey. I already
have jerseys from the University of
Maine and the University of North
Dakota (Go Sioux!), but I didn’t
have a jersey from my own school.
I figured the Christmas of 2011
was high time to fix this travesty.
Two days after I told my parents
what I wanted, I received a text
from my father. The text read,
“Okay, I give up. Where can I find
a PC jersey?” At first, I thought he
was kidding. Out of all the things
I asked for, the one he has issues
finding is a hockey jersey? I asked
for a Reagan/Bush ’84 campaign

koozie and he was able to find that!
I took to the Internet and typed
in: “Providence College Hockey
Jersey,” positive I would be able
to find something. I was directed
to collegehockeygear.com, where I
proceeded to click “Hockey East.”
I then clicked through the teams.
Jerseys were available for BC,
BU, Northeastern, UVM, UMass,
UMass-Lowell, Maine, and UNH.
Every team in the league except
for Providence and Merrimack
had jerseys for sale on that Web
site (Merrimack only sells theirs
on the official Merrimack Athletics
homepage).
Providence
does
not appear to sell their jerseys
anywhere, and this is a shame.
Providence’s jersey, which was
completely redesigned this year, is
one of the coolest in all of college
hockey. The Hockey News ranked the
Providence College jersey first out
of all Hockey East teams during its
2009 Jersey Ranking Tournament.
With all due respect, it’s not every
day that you hear “first in Hockey
East” and “Providence College”
in the same sentence. The jersey is
unique, and it’s a classic—not to
mention that the new away jerseys
are absolutely gorgeous. My jaw
actually dropped the first time I
saw one. It’s a solid black jersey
with white and gray stripes along
the elbows. I’ve never seen one like
that before, and it looks amazing.
I want one, and I should be able
to buy one like students at our
fellow Hockey East schools can.
Jerseys also promote unity
among a crowd; at the University
of Maine, you have to be wearing a
jersey to sit in a certain part of the
student section. Wearing a jersey
makes you feel like you’re part of
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Derek Army ’14 looks very stylish in his black Providence College jersey, but unfortunately students
are not able to do the same.

the action, and the current state of
PC’s fan base could definitely use a
little motivation in all sports. I have
no idea why the PC Bookstore isn’t
selling them. I mean, the University
of Arizona recently began selling
merchandise for their hockey team,

and their team is only at the club
level. I have no doubt in my mind
that PC students will actually buy
the products. The team is doing
well this year, and I should be
able to purchase something to
physically manifest my Friar pride.
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The Power of Sports
by Bridget Stack ’13
Asst. Sports Editor
Commentary
All it took was 20 men. Not even
men really, but boys. 20 boys to
lead the United States to one of the
greatest and most palpable sport
victories in the history of the United
States. The U.S. Men’s Hockey Team
defeated the U.S.S.R. 32 years ago.
Thirty-two years is longer than the
students on the Providence College
campus have been alive, but almost
everyone knows the story of
“Miracle” and the 1980 Olympics.
Sports have the ability to make
a mark on history. Whether it be a
win or a court case, sports play a
pivotal role in society. One has to
ask the question: how are sport
moments so defining? Though
there is no clear answer to that
question, it makes you think.
I remember exactly where I was
nine years ago when Syracuse
University
won
the
NCAA
National Championship. My little
fifth-grade heart was pounding,
just as it was on the day that Eli
Manning avoided being sacked
in arguably one of the greatest
sports moments in history to
bring the New York Giants victory
over the New England Patriots.
No matter how large or small the
sport event, there is something that
catches the hearts of people. People

support the Cinderella team, groan
when a bad call is made, and
cheer when something spectacular
happens. Not everyone has to be
a sports fan to be swept away in
the magic of what sports offer.
As President John F. Kennedy
so wisely said, “We are inclined
that if we watch a football game
or a baseball game, we have taken
part in it.” Not everyone has to
be an athlete to watch sports.
There are fans that are 90, and
there are fans that are five. There
is no age, height, or weight limit;
there is just the pure enjoyment of
watching others compete and play
in a way that allows you to dream.
Sports have the ability to
bring about a bonding of sorts.
High fives are exchanged with
near strangers when an amazing
play occurs, and occasional fans
suddenly tout about “their ” team
winning a game, or a certain
play. It has been said that every
American was a hockey fan on that
fateful day back in 1980. Sports
have a way of bringing together a
group of people and making them
proud to be from a certain location.
On the timeline of history, pivotal
sport moments are scattered in
amongst the history. Whether it
was Jackie Robinson being the first
African American to play major
league baseball, or a bunch of ragtag
college students bringing home the
gold medal in the 1980 Olympics,
sports influence everyday lives.

Club Hockey Continues to
Dominate Its Competition
by Patrick Shea ’14
Sports Staff
Club Hockey
The inaugural season of the firstever Providence College Men’s
Club Hockey Team is nearing an
end, as the team currently holds
a winning record of 6-2. The two
losses came early in the season at
the hands of Boston University.
“We outplayed Boston University
in those games. There were
a couple of bad bounces that
caused them to have a few lucky
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opportunities,” said PC goaltender
Johnny Wade ’13. “Give us a
couple more weeks on the ice and
we should be a young, fast team.”
The team had less than six
hours of preparation for those two
games. Since then, though, the club
team has played six more games,
one of which was a reclamation
victory over Boston University, 5-4.
“Even though BU got lucky
in those early games, we got a
chance to redeem ourselves,”
said Dan Caccavella ’14. “We
beat them on their home ice
during their senior night, so that
made this victory a bit sweeter.”
Other games included a 7-3
triumph over Brown University,
a 5-3 victory over Trinity College,
a 10-2 win over Southern New
Hampshire University, a 10-2
victory over New England College,
and most recently a walloping
12-3
domination
of
Eastern
Connecticut State University. The
team has come out in a big way
and is proving to be one of the
better club teams in the region.
“I’m proud of these guys and
all the training and effort they’ve
put into this program,” said Head
Coach Michael Cox. “I told them
at the beginning of the season that
as long as we outwork any of these
other programs, we’ll win, and all of
these players have put in the work.”
Cox could not have been more
correct. The squad has scored an
average of 6.75 goals per game, and
the team only allows an average
of three goals against per game.
“We’re just a bunch of guys that
love playing hockey,” said Shane
Dunphy ’15. “We have a lot of fun
on and off the ice, and for our first
season, the coaches and the players
are happy with what we put together.”
The team has an upcoming game
this Friday March 2, at 8:50 p.m. at
Eastern Connecticut State University.
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Friars Struggle at Home
by Alexis Smith ’12
Sports Staff
Men’s Ice Hockey
The Providence College Men’s Ice
Hockey Team struggled this weekend
with back-to-back losses to Boston
College: a 3-0 loss on Friday and a
7-0 loss on Saturday. These mark two
devastating defeats for the Friars,
because the losses move them down
one spot in the Hockey East standings.
They are still in contention for a playoff
spot, but they are now only three points
away from losing it. In spite of the
disappointing weekend, the Friars did
have a sold-out arena Friday night—
Mission 3,000 was accomplished.
“The team is preparing this week
for a big series against Lowell,”
said goaltender Justin Gates ’12.
“We are focusing on having a good
week of practice so we are sharp

and ready to go this weekend. A
win this weekend could put us in
a good spot for playoffs, so we are
looking forward to getting out there.”
The Men’s Hockey Team has one
more regular season game next
weekend against UMass Lowell before
the playoffs begin. For PC to make it
to post-season play, though, either the
Friars will have to win at least one
more game or both New Hampshire
and UMass will have to lose at least
one of their games this weekend.
“We didn’t play our game last
weekend against BC,” said the
other goaltender, Alex Beaudry ’12.
“We want to focus on executing
our systems and our game plan. If
we pay attention to details and do
things right in practice, we should
be ready for Lowell this weekend.”
The game will be contested at 7 p.m.
on Friday in Schneider Arena and will
mark the annual Senior Night in which
seniors are honored after the game.
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Nolan Tallies Six Goals, Leads
Friars Over Wagner, 13-5
by Veronica Lippert ’15
Sports Staff
Men’s Lacrosse
The Providence College Men’s
Lacrosse Team hosted Wagner on
Saturday in its first home game of
the season. The Friars recorded a
solid 13-5 win in which six different
players scored goals and four recorded
multiple points. The star of the game
was attackman Jake Nolan ’12, who
scored an impressive six goals. JT
Weber ’13 and Peter Wujciak ’12 each
added two goals, and Daniel Textor
’13 chipped in a goal and an assist.
Nolan played well the entire
game, and essentially made a oneman highlight reel. His six tallies
included back-to-back goals at the
6:52 and 4:36 marks to give the Friars
a two goal lead in the second quarter.
Nolan’s final goal of the game
came at the 11:13 mark of the

fourth quarter on a beautiful
shot past the Wagner goalkeeper.
Nolan is currently tied for third
in goals per game in a traditionally
offensive minded Big East Conference.
The senior led the Friars in points last
year, but only had 15 goals. He had never
scored more than 3 goals in game before
Saturday. His eight points through two
games is also good enough for sixth in
the conference. Nolan’s game against
Wagner earned him a spot on the Big
East Weekly Honor Roll on Monday.
Any time a Friar is named to the
Big East Honor Roll, it is a great
accomplishment, but it is especially
in the sport of lacrosse as the
conference is one of the best and
most talented in the nation. Players
from Georgetown, Syracuse, and
other big lacrosse schools usually
dominate the list, so it is a tremendous
feat for a PC player to make the cut.
PC’s next game is on Sunday March
3 at Manhattan College before taking on
Georgetown and sixth-ranked Syracuse.

Got a Minute?

Alexis Smith ’12 catches up with Andrew Bromley ’12 of the Men’s Lacrosse Team.

Andrew Bromley
Senior
Midfield
Men’s Lacrosse
Surrey, British Columbia
Greatest Fear:
Failing to achieve my goals.
Superpower of Choice:
Time travel.
Sport You are Bad At:
Basketball.
Worst Job You’ve Had:
Roofing.
Pet Peeve:
I have a few.
Favorite Restaurant:
Fy’s Steakhouse
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THE

DOPE
by Bridget Stack ’13
Asst. Sports Editor

If you have any topics for debate, email PCI
cowlsports@gmail.com

Sports Digest

Who is the Better Story:
Tim Tebow or Jeremy Lin?
Jeremy Lin
Three weeks ago, Jeremy Lin
was close to being cut by the New
York Knicks. Now, he is the biggest
phenomenon in sports. After a
game-winning shot and a game in
which he outscored Kobe, and now
with two straight Sports Illustrated
covers, Jeremy Lin has the potential
to become the sports story of the
year. Linsanity shouldn’t even be
compared to Tebowmania; the
bigger story cannot be more obvious.
Tim Tebow was a two-time BCS
National Champion, a Heisman
Trophy winner, a Player of the Year, a
first-round draft pick, and a two-time
first team all-American. What’s my
point? Tim Tebow was supposed to be
good. The reason behind Tebowmania
is simple—he plays his position
differently than most quarterbacks
do. Compare this to Jeremy Lin, an
undrafted Harvard grad who was
sent to the D-League of the NBA
five times and was cut multiple
times as well. The truth is, you can’t
compare them. Jeremy Lin came out
of absolutely nowhere to rejuvenate
the Knicks and their fans in a season
that felt like it was slipping away.
The hype is for just this reason,
however. Lin is putting up incredible
numbers, barring his fluke against
the Miami Heat. No player since
Michael Jordan has stats in his first
eight games like Lin does. I give a
ton of credit to Tebow for winning
his first playoff game in impressive
fashion and leading a 2-5 team to an
improbable playoff berth. Yes, it’s early,
but that’s exactly why it’s Linsane.
He’s a humble and very thankful
guy who’s just straight up bal-Lin.

Jeremy Lin
As a diehard Celtics fan, I am
inclined to root against anyone in
Knicks’ orange and blue. And as a
Bostonian, it is near impossible for
me to root for anyone who plays for a
New York team. Yet, begrudgingly, I
have to admit that the Jeremy Lin story
is, and should be, the bigger story.
This is the underdog story we
crave! Lin went to school at Harvard,
where he lit up Ivy League play
for four seasons. But Ivy League
greatness rarely translates into
NBA stardom. As a result, NBA
teams stayed away and Lin was an
undrafted rookie signed by the hapless
Golden State Warriors last season.
Compare this to Tebow, who
starred at Florida, a premier
powerhouse in football, in a
premier conference of football—
the SEC. Florida won two national
championships in his time there, and
he was a Heisman Trophy winner
as well. Yes, he has his naysayers,
but on paper, he should be good.
Lin played in 29 of 82 games in his
rookie season with the Warriors, and
was cut leading up to this season.
The Knicks signed him to fill roster
space, and up until “Linsanity,” he
only appeared in 10 Knicks games,
not even playing a minute in their
Christmas opener against Boston.
Since Lin has taken the reigns
as a starter, the Knicks are 7-2, and
sprinting back into the playoff race.
Also, Lin is the first Chinese player
to play in the NBA. Lin has sparked
basketball interest in New York—the
mecca of basketball where the lights
shine the brightest. I’m all for Linsanity,
even as a Bostonian. I mean, he went to
Harvard, so I can root for him, right?

-James Kirby ’15

-Sean Bailey ’15

Back at It. Three former Lady
Friars were selected to join the
Women’s
East
Hockey
10th
Anniversary team. This honor
was extended to 12 athletes who
distinguished themselves during
the league’s first decade. The
Providence
College
Women’s
Hockey Team is represented by
defenseman Kelli Halcisak ’04,
forward Karen Thatcher ’06, and
forward Rush Zimmerman ’05.
These Lady Friars are amongst the
most decorated in Friar history, as
they were not only part of all three
Friar Hockey East Tournament
championships, but they also
earned Hockey East awards during
their tenure. Good job, ladies!
And
It’s
Just
Beginning.
Providence College Men’s Lacrosse
attackman Jake Nolan ’12 was
named to the Big East Honor Roll.
This past week, Nolan scored six
goals in the Friars 13-5 victory
over Wagner. Of the six, two were
back-to-back goals in the second
quarter. These goals were the first
goals of the season for Nolan, who
registered 15 goals in the 2011
season. This promising award and
performance is something to keep
in mind as the season progresses.
It Keeps Coming. The Providence
College Women’s Hockey Team
has been racking up the awards
this season, and this past week
was no different. Ashley Cottrell
’12 earned the Hockey East
Sportsmanship Award. She was
also recognized for her clean play
on the ice this past season, earning
only eight penalty minutes this
season. While that achievement is
impressive enough, Cottrell also

SHEET
scored 15 goals and 12 assists to
earn 27 points. This is the second
year in a row that the Lady Friars
earned this award, and the sixth
time the Friars have won in the
10-year history of league. Goalie
Genevieve Lacasse ’12 was named
the league’s Goaltender of the
Month for the month of February.
The goalie had two shutouts this
past month, recording a 4-1-1
record. This is the fourth time
in Lacasse has won this award
in her tenure at Providence
College. Keep it up, girls!
Giving Back. Two Providence
College graduates, husband and
wife Mark Mandell ’84 and Yvette
Boisclair ’84, have decided to
give back to their alma mater. For
the first time, the annual Mark
Mandell Yvette Boisclair StudentAthlete Scholarship has been
awarded to student-athletes that
have taken part in community
service, met high academic
standards, and performed well
on the field. This scholarship was
given to softball player Jessie
Bryant ’13 and tennis player Maria
Clara Bernandez ’14 this year.
On-Campus Game to Watch.
The Providence College Men’s
Ice Hockey Team hosts UMassLowell on Friday, March 2. The
Friars are celebrating senior night
against UMass at 7:00 p.m. As the
Friars face off, be sure to cheer
on the seniors for their last time
on the ice in Schneider Arena.
Off-Campus Game to Watch.
The PC Men’s Lacrosse Team is
looking to continue its winning
streak for the 2012 season when
facing off against Manhattan on
Saturday, March 3. The Friars
are coming off a victory against
Manhattan’s neighbor, Wagner.
Be sure to tune in and watch this.

McCarthy, Davidson Shine at Big East Championship
by Patrick Shea ’14
Sports Staff
Track
The Providence College Men’s
Track Team has been incredibly busy
since the last issue. The men had an
impressive showing at the Big East
Championship held at the Armory in
New York, N.Y., from February 18-19.
David McCarthy ’12, who had
just competed at this same venue
a week before in the Millrose
Games, dominated the 3,000-meter
event, taking first place with a
time of 7:57.5. His time beats the
old Big East record of 8:01.56 held
by Friar legend Mark Carroll ’95.
McCarthy was not the only Friar
to finish within the top five places
of his event. The Men’s Distance
Medley Relay Team also took first in
their event, as Shane Quinn ’15, Nik
Andrews ’14, Julian Matthews ’12, and
McCarthy blew away the competition.
McCarthy won these same two events
in the 2009 Big East Championships.
Matthews earned a third-place
finish in the 1,000-meter event with a
time of 2:30.11, just barely one quarter
of a second behind the event’s firstplace time. Matthews received All-Big
East honors for the second time in a

row. Quinn also had a top-five finish
behind McCarthy in the 3,000-meter
with a time of 8:05.22, good enough
for fourth place in his first Big East
Indoor Championship. This time
qualified Quinn for the ICAAAA
(Intercollegiate
Association
of
Amateur Athletes of America)
Tournament on Monday, March 5.
Rhode Island native Corey Brunelle
’12 earned 10th-place overall in
the mile with a time of 4:13.28.
The Men’s Team finished the
Big East Championship in ninth
place out of 13 teams, racking up
33 points for the event. Notre Dame
took the team title with 131 points.
This past weekend, the squad was
back in action at the New England
Championships at Boston University.
Two Friars had top-five finishes.
Ahmed Ali ’13 earned a
fourth-place finish with a time of
14:39.44 in the 5,000-meter event,
shattering the personal record he
had set in last year’s New England
Championships. Eric Malnati ’13
finished just behind Ali with a time
of 14:39.87, surpassing his previous
best time by 33.19 seconds. Liam
Hillery ’15 took fifth place in the
3,000-meter with a time of 8:23.76.
The men took 17th place out
of 34 teams. Some team members

will now begin training for either
the Columbia Last Chance Meet on
March 2 and March 3 at the Armory,
while others will take part in the
ICAAAA and ECAC Championships
at Boston University on the same days.   
Like its male counterpart, the
Providence College Women’s Track
Team had a great day at the Big
East
Championships,
also
held
at the Armory. The women had
several top-five finishes as well.
Hannah Davidson ’12 earned fourth
place in the 3,000-meter event, finishing
with a time of 9:43.19. This time earned
her a place in the ECAC (Eastern College
Athletic Conference) Championships.
Emily Sisson ’14 finished the mile event
in a time of 4:49.52, which earned her
fifth place in the event and a spot in
the ECAC Championships as well.
Classmate Grace Thek ’14 finished
just about seven seconds after Sisson,
good enough for a 12th-place finish.
Finally, Laura Nagel ’14 finished
second in the 5,000-meter event and
fifth in the Distance Medley Relay.
The women finished 12th out of
15 teams, accumulating 22 points
in the event. Georgetown took
the team title with 102 points.
Last week, the women’s team traveled
to Boston University to compete in
the New England Championships.

Davidson dominated her first mile
event of the season, finishing in a time
of 4:50.3, almost a full second ahead
of her closest competitor. Charlotte
Ffrench O’Carroll ’12 took second
in the 3,000-meter event with a time
of 9:31.52, followed by classmate
Mary Kate Champagne ’12, who
followed with a time of 9:50.52 to
claim fourth place for the Friars.
Devon Pryor ’15 continued her
phenomenal indoor career debut
with a time of 2:15.88 in the 800-meter
event to take fourth place, and Jackie
McCarthy ’14 took fifth for the Friars in
the 1,000-meter with a time of 2:56.16.
At this event, the team scored 44
points to take sixth place out of 35
teams. The ladies will be back to
work on the same days as the men.
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Standouts

LaDontae Henton

Men’s Basketball
Freshman—Lansing, Mich.
Henton was named to the Big East Weekly
Honor Roll after his strong performance against
DePaul. He scored 24 points and grabbed 15 rebounds.

Scores

Genevieve Lacasse

Women’s Ice Hockey
Senior—Kingston, Ontario
Lacasse was named Hockey East Defensive
Player of the Week as well as the league’s
Goaltender of the Month for February.

Schedules

Friday, 2/24
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Boston College				
Track at New England Championships				

L, 5-0
Ind. Res.

Saturday, 2/25
Men’s Basketball at DePaul					
Women’s Basketball vs. Rutgers				
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Maine					
Men’s Ice Hockey at Boston College				
Men’s Track at New England Championships			
Women’s Track at New England Championships		

Friday, 3/2
Men’s Basketball at Notre Dame			
Women’s Basketball at Syracuse			
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. UMass Lowell			

7:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

W, 73-71
L, 68-47
W, 6-0
L, 7-0
17 out of 35
6 out of 35

Monday, 2/27
Women’s Basketball at USF					

Saturday, 3/3
Softball vs. Fairfield					
Softball at Towson					
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Northeastern			
Men’s Lacrosse at Manhattan				
Men’s Ice Hockey at UMass Lowell			
Women’s Tennis at Manhattan				

1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
TBA

L, 64-56

Tuesday, 2/28
Men’s Basketball vs. Connecticut				

W, 72-70

Sunday, 3/4
Softball vs. Fairfield					
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Hockey East Final		
Women’s Tennis at St. Peter’s				
Track at IC4A/ECAC Championships			

12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
All Day

Monday, 3/5
Track at IC4A/ECAC Championships			

All Day

Wednesday, 3/7
Women’s Soccer at Hartford				

7:00 p.m.

Standings
Men’s Hockey East
			
Hockey East		
Overall
Team			W
L
T		W
L
T
Boston College 17
7
1		 23
10
1
Boston University 16
8
1		
20
11
1
UMass Lowell
15
9
1		 20
10
1
Maine		 14
10
2		 19
11
3
Merrimack		 12
8
5		 16
9
7
New Hampshire 11
13
2		 14
16
3
Providence		 10
12
3		 12
16
4
Massachusetts
8
13
4		
12
15
5
Northeastern
8
13
4		 12
15
5
Vermont		 3
21
1		 6
25
1

Women’s Hockey East

		
		
Hockey East
Overall
Team			W
L
T		W
L
T
Northeastern
15
3
3		 22
6
4
Boston College
15
4
2		 23
8
3
Boston University 14
7
0		 21
13
1
Providence		 11
8
2		 15
16
4
Maine		 11
8
2		 17
11
6
New Hampshire 4
15
2		 10
22
3
Connecticut		 3
15
3		 4
23
7
Vermont		 3
16
2		 4
22
6

